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PREFACE 
Generating functions have found wide applications in 
various branches of science and technology. At the present 
time it would be difficult to find any area of Applied Mathe-
matics, Physics and Statistics in which one would not en-
counter generating functions of Bessel, Hankel, Neumann, 
Hypergeometric and other similar functions and orthogonal 
polynomials. 
The various generating functions are investigated 
and discussed in a number of books, monographs and research 
papers. But only a few of generating functions which are 
partly unilateral and partly bilateral are considered in the 
literature. In view of the growing importance of generating 
functions, this thesis contains certain double generating 
functions of special functions which are partly bilateral and 
partly unilateral. 
The main purpose of the present thesis is to develop 
the theory of generating functions of special functions which 
( i i ) 
are p a r t l y b i l a t e r a l and p a r t l y u n i l a t e r a l . Such generating 
functions are obtained by s e r i e s manipulations and in teg ra l 
transforms techniques . 
To introduce the idea behind the method l e t us b r i e f l y 
mention a few recen t r e s u l t s on such mixed generat ing func-
t i o n s . On these l i n e s , much work has been done by Exton [ l 5 ] , 
Pathan and Yasmeen [56] [57] [ 5 8 ] , Goyal and Gupta [22 ] and 
Sr ivas tava and Pathan [76 ] [77 ] e t c e t r a , but we believe 
t h a t a l o t of scope of fu r the r research iS s t i l l t h e r e . The 
Laurent expansion of specia l functions and mixed generating 
functions occur frequently in quantum mechanics, s t a t i s t i c s , 
p a r t i t i o n theory and other branches of applied mathematics, 
(see Schiff [ 6 5 ] , Exton [14] , Andrews [ 2 ] , 01 s so nC [43] to [50]) 
Mi l le r [39] and Erde ly i [ H ] ) . The app l i ca t ions of generat ing 
functions are as t ronish ing in the i r pervasiveness and sometimes 
in t h e i r unexpectedness. The book of Sr ivas tava and Manocha 
[74 ] mention some. Espec ia l ly since i t provides uni ty of 
methods and view poin ts in many subjects ( for example Lie 
Theory [ 2 6 ] and Cambinatories [6o]) to which i t r e l a t e s , i t s 
( i i i ) 
wide disseminat ion seem worthwhile . The presen t t h e s i s i n -
corpora tes new mathematical m a t e r i a l , new app l ica t ions and 
a wide v a r i e t y of spec ia l cases of mixed generat ing functions 
of Mi t tag-Lef f le r , Voigt ,Laguerre , Horn, Laur i ce l l a and Kampe 
de F e r i e t funct ions . 
The present t he s i s comprises of s ix c h a p t e r s . A br ief 
summary of the problem i s presented a t the beginning of each 
chapter and then divided in to a number of s e c t i o n s . Equations 
in every sect ion are numbered sepa ra t e ly . For example, the 
small bracket ( a . b . c ) speci f ied the r e s u l t s , in which l a s t 
f igure denote the equation number, the middle one the sec t ion 
and the f i r s t i nd ica t e s the chapter to which i t s belongs. 
Because of the close assoc ia t ion of spec ia l functions 
with generat ing funct ions , a br ief review of these important 
topics i s presented in the f i r s t chapter . I t provides a 
systematic in t roduct ion to most of the important specia l 
funct ions tha t commonly a r i s e in p rac t i ce and explores many 
of t h e i r s a l i e n t p r o p e r t i e s . This chapter i s a lso intended to 
make the thes i s as much self contained as p o s s i b l e . 
(iv) 
Chapter 2 begins by introducing a new class of 
interest ing generating re la t ion involving Mittag-Leffler 's 
function E and related functions E - and (()(a,p;x) 
[11 ] and also provide a set of expansions, by taking 
successive pa r t i a l derivatives with respect to one of the 
variable of the generating r e l a t ions . 
Chapter 3 provides us a unified (generalized) study 
of the Voigt functions K(x,y) and L(x,y) which plays an 
important role in diverse f ie lds of Physics such as astrophy-
sical spectroscopy and the theory of neutron react ions. This 
a t t rac t s not only physicists but also mathematicians as i s 
made clear in a recent paper of Srivastava and Miller [ 75 ] . 
We devote ourselves to a modification of the representation 
of Voigt functions given by [75] which help us to obtain 
further generalizations of Voigt functions in terms of Humbert 
confluent hypergeometric functions of three and more variables. 
Part ly b i l a t e ra l and part ly uni lateral generating functions 
are obtained in terms of Voigt functions and a few special 
cases of our generating relat ions are also discussed. 
(v) 
In chapter 4, we have obtained a generat ing function 
(40 
for a general hypergeometric s e r i e s of four va r i ab l e s Fp and 
fur ther general ized i t to (n+l) v a r i a b l e s , which are pa r t l y 
b i l a t e r a l and p a r t l y u n i l a t e r a l . A few specia l cases are also 
discussed, whereas in chapter 5, we have discussed a p a r t l y 
b i l a t e r a l and p a r t l y u n i l a t e r a l generating function for a 
(k) (n) 
general ized Horn's functions of n -var iab les - H^ . A 
number of generating r e l a t i o n s and expansions of such other 
types of hypergeometric funct ions are obtained as special 
cases . 
F i n a l l y , chapter 6 dea l s with a number of generating 
functions for the product of Laguerre polynomials which are 
genera l i za t ions of the generat ing functions of the Lagrange's 
polynomials. Most of these r e s u l t s depend upon the r e s u l t s 
of Feildheim [18 ] of Laguerre polynomials. 
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1 . 0 INTRODUCTION 
The theory of d i f fe ren t ia l equations has originated a 
large number of new functions. We call them as special func-
t ions , special in the sense that they arise as the solutions 
of special problems. Most of these applications l i e in the 
field of applied mathematics, s t a t i s t i c s , physics, engineering, 
quantum mechanics, l i e theory and theory of e l a s t i c i t y e t ce t ra . 
This chapter aims at introduction of several classes of 
special functions which occur rather more frequently in the 
study of generating functions. We present some basic defini-
tions and re la t ions of special functions needed for the presen-
tation of the subsequent chapters. 
We f i r s t give the definit ions of Gamma functions (and 
related functions) and then proceed to hypergeometric functions 
(and their generalization) in Section 1.1, while a brief account 
of other hypergeometric functions of several variables is pre-
sented in 1.3. In section 1.4 we present the defini t ions of 
orthogonal polynomials and some hypergeometrie represen ta t ions 
of polynomials. A concept of generat ing functions (and t h e i r 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s ) i s given in the l a s t sect ion 1.5, 
1.1 GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION AND ITS 
GENERALIZATIONS 
With a view to introducing the Gaussian hypergeometrie 
s e r i e s and i t s g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s , we r e c a l l here some d e f i n i t i o n s 
and i d e n t i t i e s involving Pochhammer's symbol («)«» Gamma 
function jTz) and the r e l a t e d func t ions . 
The Gamma Function 
One of the simplest but very important special functions 
i s the Gamma function fTz) defined by 
« z-1 - t 
/ t e d t , Re(z) > 0 
0 
ITz) = \ (1.1.1) 
i ^ , z + 0,-1,-2 
In^ fac t , the Gamma function (oc) i s a genera l i za t ion of 
the f a c t o r i a l function [^ orxifrom the domain of pos i t ive in teger ; 
to the domain of a l l r e a l numbers except as 0 , - 1 , - 2 , 
The Beta Function 
The Beta function B(x,y) is a function of two complex 
variables x and y, defined by 
B(a,p) = 
1 a-1 p-1 




The second r e l a t i o n of (1 .1 ,2 ) , which not only confirms 
the symmetry proper ty i . e . B(a,p) = B ( 3 , a ) . 
The Error Functions 
The e r r o r function e r f (x ) i s defined by the in t eg ra l 
er f (x) = 
2 X - t ^ 
^ / e d t , - < X < 
fa 
n 2n+l 
« (-1) X 
I 
nO ni (2n+l) 
, | x j < oo, (1 .1 .3 ) 
th i s function i s mostly used in the var ious branches of matha-
ma tical physics, for example, in probability theory, the theor-/ 
4 
of er2x>rs, the theory of heat conduction e t c . 
In some appl ica t ion i t i s useful to introduce the 
complementary e r ro r funct ion , defined by 
2 r r^ dt. 
erf c( x) =«< 
F { ^ 
1 - erf ( x) . (1 .1 .4 ) 
The Pochhammer's Symbol 
The Pochhammer symbol ( a )j^  is defined by 
r 
(a)„ '{ 
1, if n = 0 
a(a+l) (a+n-1), if n 2 1 • (1.1.5) 
In p a r t i c u l a r , (1) = ni , hence the symbol («)« ^s also 
re fe r red to as the f a c t o r i a l funct ion. 
In terms of Gamma funct ions , we have 
jTa+n) 
(a )„ = - Z : » a 4 = 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . 
n ITa) 
(1 .1 .6) 
5 
Furthermore, the binomial coe f f i c i en t may now be expressed 
as 
n 
a a ( a - l ) . . . . ( a - n + 1 ) (-1) ( - a ) „ 
n I 
Also, we have 
(a) ^ - (a) (a+n) , (1 .1 .8) 
^ 'm+n ^ 'm ^ 'm* 
n 




(-1) (a)« ( a )„ ^ = 2 , 0 1 k 1 n . (1 .1 .10) 
"-•^ ( 1 - a - n ) ^ 
For a = 1, equation (1.1.10) y ie lds 
k 
(-1) ni 
(n-k)l = *, 0 1 k < n, (1.1.11) 
( -n) . 




(n-k)! , 0 £ k 1 n 
(-n) , , = 
k > n (1 .1 .12) 
Gauss 's mu l t i p l i ca t i on formula: 
For every pos i t ive in teger m, we have 
mn m a+j-1 
(a) = m n ( ) , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . j= l m n 
(1.1.13) 
which reduces to Legendre 's dup l ica t ion formula when m = 2 , 
v i z . 
(a)^„ « 2 " (§)^ (-^2) . n = 0 . 1 . 2 , 2n 2 'n ' 2 ' n ' (1 .1 .1^) 
In particular, we have 
2n 
(2n)i = 2 (|)j^  ni and (2n+l)\ 2n , 
= 2 (|>n "! (1.1.15) 
Also [74 ; problem 2, P.86] 
7 
I f m being a pos i t i ve in t ege r , then 
(1/k) ( a )„ 
^«^n-mk * " 5 » 0 < k l [n /m] . ( I . i a 6 ) 
For a = 1 , (1.1.16) gives 
mk 
(-1/k) ni 
(n-mk)] = = ' , 0 < k < [n/m], (1 .1 .17) 
The Gaussian Hvoergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric s e r i e s 
p ^ a K. , < . , { _ 1 4. ±ih 2 J. a( a-t-1) b( b-«-l) z , 
,F^(a ,b ;c ;z ) = 1 + - J - ^ + c(c+l) \T^ ^ 
"o (a) (b) " 
2 -TE? ! ^ . ^ , (c 4 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) (1 .1 .18) 
n=0 ^^ 'n \JL 
(c 4= 0,-1,-2, 
8 
was introduced by a Geannan mathematician C.F. Gauss in 1812, 
and is a generalization of ordinary geometric series. Here 
(a) denotes the Pochhammer*s symbol, defined by (1.1.5). 
If c is zero or a negative integer, the series 
(1.1.18) does not exist and hence the function F(a,b;c;z) is 
not defined unless one of the parameter a or b is also a 
negative integer such that -c < -a. If either of the para-
meters a or b is a negative integer m then in this case 
(1.1.18) reduces to the hypergeometric polynomial defined by 
m (-m)„ (b)„ " 
F(-m,b;c;z) = S — r - ^ -2 / , -« < z < «. (1.1.19) 
n o ^^^n "1 
The s e r i e s given by ( 1 . 1 . 1 8 ) , converges absolutely 
within the l i m i t c i r c l e j z | < 1 and when | z | = 1 , provided 
tha t Re(c-a-b) > 0 for z = 1 and Re(c-a-b) > -1 for 
z = - 1 . 
Generalized Hypergeometric Functions 
A na tu ra l gene ra l i za t ion of the hypergeometric function 
2?, i s the general ized hypergeometric funct ion , so ca l led 
^F , which i s defined as P q 
p <? 
a i' 




CO ( - l ) n - (O Vn 
n=0 ( b ^ ) ^ . 





[ ( a ) ] 
n z 
n=0 [ ( b ) ] ^ ^ l 
(1.1.2C) 
where, as usua l , 
( - i^n = 
Ra i+n) p 
and C(a)]^ =« u ( a i ) ^ 
Here p and q are positive integers or zero, the numerator 
parameters a,, ,a and the denominator parameters 
b,,....,b take on complex values, provided that i q 
bj 4 0,-1,-2,...; j = 1,2, , q. 
10 
Convergence of F 
( i ) If p £ q, the s e r i e s converges for a l l f i n i t e 2 
( r ea l or complex) i . e . | z | < «» and diverges abso lu te ly 
when Izj = 1 . 
( i i ) I f p =» q+1, the s e r i e s converges for | z | < 1 and 
diverges for | z | > 1 . 
( i i i ) I f p > q+1, the s e r i e s converges only when z » 0 
and diverges when z 4= 0* 
( iv) I f p = c|+l» the s e r i e s i s absolute ly convergent on 
c i r c l e | z| = 1 i e . 
Re( Z b . - E a^) > 0 for z « 1 
and 
j»l ^ j« l 
q p 
Re( E b . - Z a.) > - 1 for z = - 1 j«l -' j=l 'y 
An important specia l case when p = q = 1, (1 .1 .20) 
reduces to the confluent hypergeometric s e r i e s ,F , named 
as Kuminer*s s e r i e s [ 36 ] and i s given by 
11 
oo ( a ) " 
,F,(a;c;z) - S ^ ^ 
n o *^'n 
lim 2pj^(a,b;c;z/b) • ( l . l , 2 l ) 
| b | 
. F . ( a ; c ; 2 ) i s a lso denoted by Humbert's symbol (})(a;c;2) and 
i t i s known as confluent hypergeometric funct ion of f i r s t kind 
is 
We note that a differential property for ^F^ [2 ; P.300] 
d^ (a^k 
3-^ j^ FjL(a;c;x) « -^-^ F^j^ ( a+k;c+k;x), (1.1.22) 
k = 1,2,3, 
The Gauss hypergeoraetrie function 2^1 ^^^ * ^ confluent 
hypergeoraetrie function , F , form the core of the special 
functions and include as spec ia l cases most of the commonly 
used func t ions . The 2^1 includes as i t s spec ia l cases , most 
of the c l a s s i c a l orthogonal polynomials, Legendre function, the 
incomplete Beta function e t c . On the o ther hand, -F, includes 
as i t s spec ia l cases , the Bessel func t ions , coulomb wave function 
e t c . 
1 2 
1.2 HYPERGEOMHTRIC FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES 
Appel l F u n c t i o n s 
I n 1880, Appel l [ 3 ] i n t roduced four double hyper-
geomet r ic s e r i e s , which a re g iven below 
F , [ a , b , b ' ; c ; x , y ] = Z ^ "^m^n (J>)m <^ '^n Z ^ , ( 1 . 2 . I ) 
^ m ,nO ^^''m+n " i -
max [ | x | , IYI ] < 1 
« ( a ) (b) (b*) ™ " 
F 2 C a , b , b ^ c , c ' ; x , y l = J ^ - ^ ^ f i D ^ ^ ^ y S D i . X . , ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) 
• • 
max [ l x | , | y i J < 1 
00 ( a ) J a ' ) ( b ) J b ' ) „ ° " 
F [ a , a ' , b , b ' ; c ; x , y ] = E ^ , . ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ , ( 1 . 2 . 3 ) 
^ m,n=0 *^^^m+n "^l "1 
max5 | x | , | y | | < 1 . 
VT I^ + VTYI < 1. 
13 
Here, as usua l , the denominator parameter c and c* are 
ne i the r zero nor a negative in teger* 
The standard work on the theory of Appell s e r i e s i s 
the monograph by Appell and Kampe de F e r i e t [ 4 ] • See 
Erdely i e t . a l . [9 ; PP.222-245] for a review of the subsequent 
work on the subjec t ; see a lso S l a t e r [67;Chapter 8 ] and 
Exton C 14; PP.23-28] . 
Horn Functions 
In 1931, Horn [25] defined 10-hypergeometric functions 
of two va r i ab l e s and denoted them by G. , Gg, G3, H. , 'jH-j.; 
he thus completed the s e t of a l l poss ib le complete hypergeome-
t r i c functions of two v a r i a b l e s . See also C74;PP.56-57] and 
Erde ly i e t al [9 ; PP.224-228]. 
Here we l i s t three Horn functions which are used in 
our subsequent work [74; P . 56-57] 
m n 
G^Ca.b.b-ix.y) = E { a ) ^ „ ( b ) (b-)^„f7 ^ . (1.2.5) 
•• » 
Ul < r , | y | < s , r + s = 1. 
14 
H2[a,b,c,cl;e5X,y] = Z (eT i 7 m ' U - 2 . 6 ) 
lx | < r , | y | < s , ( r+ l ) s = 1 . 
ni,n=o o n » « 
2 | x | < r , | y | < s , ur = (s-1) • 
Confluent Hyperqeometrie Function of Two Var iables 
In 1920, Humbert [27 ] defined seven confluent forms 
of the four Appell functions and denoted them by 
^v *2» •^ a* ' ^ i ' ^2» ^1 -_. 
In addi t ion , there e x i s t 13 confluent forms of the lO-Horn 
funct ions , which are denoted by 
I T ' J ^ ' " l ^ 1 1 * 11 
Thus, Horn's f i n a l l i s t consis ted of 14-non confluent forms 
and 20 d i s t i n c t l imi t ing forms (confluent) of them including 
15 
4-Appel l ' s functions and 7-Humbert func t ions . 
We are given below some of the confluent forms from 
the Horn l i s t [9 ;P.225] 
m , n ^ ' m+n « 
| x l < 1 , | y | < - . 
M .^p-»r»«.y] = r '^ ;^ S '^'" ii;. (1.2.9) 
m,n=o m+n 
x | < 00, | y | < «»• 
m,n^j ' m n • • 
| x | < 1 , | y l < CO, 
V - ^ , r , x . y ] = J ^ ; ^ i i , , (x.2.n; 
j x | < - , | y | < 00. 
16 
The Kacipe<ie F e r i e t Function 
The four Appell s e r i e s were unif ied and general ized by 
Kampe de F e r i e t [ 32 ] who defined a general hypergeometrie 
s e r i e s in two v a r i a b l e s , (see Appell and Kampe de F e r i e t 
[4 ; P.150 (29)3) • 
p :q ;k 
Kampe de F e r i e t ' s function i s denoted by Fs.nj.n ®"^  
i s defined as follows [72 ; P.27] 
p : q ; k 
jt:in;n 
(ap) : (b^) ; ( c ^ ) ; 
^^H^ ' (Pm^ ' (^n^' 
x ,y 
P q k 
jxil 3 ^^g 1=1 J ^ j a l J s ^ ^ 
m II SI 
^'"=^ i ( a j ) ^ ^ 3 1C (p ) 1C ( Y j ) . • * 
j « l ^ ^*® j = l J ^ j = l ^ s 
[(a.)],„ [(bJl, [(c,)]^ r , 
r.so [(«i)]r^, [(P„)]^ [(T„)], 
X V 
n SI * (1 .2 .12) 
where, for convergence, 
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( i ) p-l-q < i+m+l, p+k < ^ + n + l , j x| < « , | y| < <» 
( i i ) p+q =/-<-m+l, p+k = / + n + l , and 
. l/ip-l) , l / ( p - X ) 
| x | + ly | < 1, if p > 1 , 
m a x J I x U | y | }< 1, if p <[. 
Also, we note t ha t 
1 :1 ;1 1 :1 ;1 
F =E F F = F 
0 : 2 ; 2 2 : 0 ; 0 
^ 1 : 0 ; 0 * ^3 ^ 0 : 1 ; 1 " ^4 
( 1 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
1.3 OTHER HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARAIBLES 
Lauricella Function of n^-Variables. 
Lauricel la [ 3 7 ] further generalized the four Appell 
functions F , , ,F^ to functions of n-variables and defined 
his functions as follows (see [ 7 4 ; P.60]) 
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V 1 n 1 n I n 
( 1 . 3 . 1 ) 
Ix^l + + Ix^l < 1; 
(n) 
X m. n m i m, n m x. X n r» • 
'm, , . . .m„=0 ( c , ) „ . .„ '"l^.'*"'°n'. ' 
J. n 1 m,+ . . . .+n i 
1 n 
( 1 . 3 . 2 ) 
max { I Xj^ l , . . . . , Ixj^ l I = < 1; 
(n) 
F^ C a , b ; c ^ , . . . , c ^ ; Xj^, . . . ,x^] 
{ \ (y\\ m. m 
« ^ ®'m, + . . .+nj . ^ ^m, + . . .+m„ x, x "^  
-s 2 1 n ii M n X n 
( 1 . 3 . 3 ) 
fT^^ +irn^i < 1; 
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(n) ^ ^  
m,+»»»+ni_ 1 m, n m x. m, m n 
1 "'n " "1 
^^f'^'^l^s (1-3.4) 
ra, f 'm^i m,»• • • ,in^=0 ( c ) _ . ._ 1 . n 
1 n 
max [ I x^l » • • • • » ! Xj^l] < 1 . 
C l e a r l y , we have , 
(2) (2) (2) (2) 
^A *= ^2 • ^B '^  ^3 * ^C ^ ^4 ^"^ ^D '^  ^1 ( 1 . 3 . 5 ) 
and 
(1) (1) (1) (1) 
^A = ^B = ^ 0 = ^ 0 = 2^1 
An i n t e r e s t i n g r e d u c t i o n formula , which i s due to L a u r i c e l l a 
himself [ 37 ; P .150] or [ 4 ; P . 116] i s g iven by 
(n) 
Fjj [ a , b ^ , . . . . , b ^ ; c ; x , x] 
2 F i [ a » b i + , . . . + b ^ ; c ; x ] . ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) 
Two i m p o r t a n t c o n f l u e n t hypergeoroetr ie f unc t i ons of 
(n) (n) 
n - v a r a i b l e s a r e the f u n c t i o n s ^^ ^^^ V2 def ined by 








m, in„=0 ( c ) „ . .„ . °*ll V 
1 n 
(1 .3 .8 ) 
c l e a r l y , we have 
(2) (2) 
4)2 =^2 ®"^  ^2 "^  ^2 (1 .3 .9) 
where (^^ ^^^ ^o ^^^ Humbert's confluent forms of two 
v a r i a b l e s . 
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, (n) 
An i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t involving ljl2 and the mul t i -
va r i ab le extension of Wit taker ' s function M^ . ,. i s given in 
[ 74 ; P.63] 
H^+1/2 n^+1/2 
**lc,^^, . . .^^ (^1 '^ n^ = '^ l • •••^n e x p [ - ^ ( x ^ + . . + x ^ ) ] 
(n) 
1)J2 [nj^+.. .+vi^-k+5;2^3^+i,. . ,2^^+i;xTL,.. . ,x^]. (1 .3 .10) 
Laur i ce l l a [37; P.114] introduced 14-complete hyper-
geometric functions of three va r i ab le s and of second order , 
denoted by the symbols 
^1» ^2» ^3* »^14 
of which Fj^, ?«» Ft and FQ correspond to the three v a r i a b l e s 
(3) (3) (3) (3) 
Laur i ce l l a funct ions F* , Fg , F^ and FQ defined by 
( i ; 3 . 1 ) to ( 1.3.4 ) with n = 3 . Saran [ 6 3 ] i n i t i a t e d 
a systematic study of the remaining ten funct ions of L a u r i c e l l a ' s 
s e t . He denoted his t r i p l e hypergeometric funct ions by the 
symbols (see [ 7 4 ; PP.66-68] . 
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^E* ^ F ' *^T* 
Here we need Fg only which i s defined as follows 
^ E ( « 1 » « 1 » < * 1 » P I » P 2 ' ^ 2 ' Y I * ' ' ^ 2 » ' ' ^ 3 ' ^ » ^ ' ^ ^ 
I h h-TTT f (1.3.11) 
m,n,pO (Yi)„ (Y2), (Y3)p " '^ "'' '^^  
2 
|xi < r . | y | < s , | z | < t ; r + (Vs + f t ) = 1 . 
S r i v a s t a v a ' s Tr ip le Ser ies H., Hg and HU* 
In 1964, Sr ivastava [68] gave three addi t iona l t r i p l e 
hypergeometric functions of second order , which bear his name 
Their s e r i e s d e f i n i t i o n s are given below: 
H^(a,p,p';Y»Y'»x,y,z) 
'^'^ m-fp ^P^m+n ^^'^n+p m n P 
Z — .2f_- X— 1—, (1 .3 .12) 
m,n,p=0 (Y)„ ( Y ' ) „ ^ «»' "'- P ' * 4 
| x | < r , | y | < s , |z l < t ; r+s+t = 1+st ; 
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Hg(a,p,p';Yi»Y2»Y3»5«»y»z) 
r r ^ r r » (1 .3 .13) 
m,n,p=0 (Yi)^ (Y2)n (^3)^ "^ '• "^ '• ^i 
|x( < r , | y | < s, | z | < t ; r+s+t+2Vrst = 1; 
and 
H^(a ,p ,p ' ;Y;x ,y ,z ) 
CO («)m-Hp P^>nH-n ^P'^n+p / " / 
S ^ 1 iL- X- z«, (1 .3 .14) 
x| < 1, | y | < 1, | z | < 1. 
(3^ r The General Tr iple Hypergeometrie Ser ies F Lx,y»zJ. 
A un i f i ca t ion of L a u r i c e l l a 14-hypergeometric functions 
F , , . . . . , F , ^ of three v a r i a b l e s and the addi t ional functions 
H^, Hg, bU was introduced by Sr ivas tava [59; P.428] who defined 
(3) 
a general t r i p l e hypergeometrie s e r i e s F [ x , y , z ] : 
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(3) (3) 
F [x ,y , z ] = F 
( a ) : : ( b ) ; ( b ' ) ; ( b " ) : ( c ) ; ( c ' ) ; ( c " ) ; 
x , y , 2 
( e ) : : ( g ) ; ( g ' ) ; ( g " ) : ( h ) ; ( h ' ) ; ( h " ) ; 
L 
m n p 
(1.3.15) 
where, for convenience, 
A (m,n,p) = 
[ ( » ) ] n . . n » p [ ( ' ' ) U n t " ' ' ) J n ^ p t ( ' ' " ) ] p ^ J ( ' ) ] J ( ' ' ) J n t ( ° " ) ] p 
[ < « ) ] « > . n * p C ( 9 ) ] m « C ( 5 ' ) ] „ ^ p [ ( 9 " ) ] p ^ J ( h ) ] J ( h - ) ] „ [ ( h - - ) ] p 
(1.3.16) 
as usua l , (a) abbravia tes the array of A~parameters a j ^ , . . . , a . , 
with s imi la r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s for ( b ) , ( b ' ) , ( b ' ' ) , e t ce tera 
and [ ( a ) 3 „ - w ( a . ) „ . 
'm j= l j ' m 
For the convergence of the s e r i e s ( 1 . 3 . 1 5 ) , See [74; P.70]^ 
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1 . 4 CLASSICAL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Associated Laquerre Po lynomia l s 
( a ) 
r r e polynomial L 
by the g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n 
An a s s o c i a t e d Lague L (x) i s de f ined 
- 1 - a ^ .^ « (a ) n 
( 1 - t ) expC-gr) = S L (x) t , ( 1 . 4 . 1 ) 
^ ^ n=0 
or 
o oo ( a - n ) n 
(1+t) e x p ( - x t ) = Z L„ (x) t , | t | < 1 . ( 1 . 4 . 2 ) 
n O 
For a = 0 , e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 1 ) reduces to g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n 
for simple Laguer re p o l y n o m i a l . 
( 1 - t ) e x p ( - ^ ) = S L^(x) t , ( 1 . 4 . 3 ) 
In p a r t i c u l a r , for x = 0 
(a) n+a a « a n 
L„ (0) « ( ^ ) and ( l + t ) = E ( J t , j t | < 1 . ( 1 . 4 . 4 ) 
n n n ^ n 
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For a = 0 , (1 .4 ,2 ) reduces to 
n n 
-n (-1) X 
* 
(a) 
A s e r i e s represen ta t ion of L ( x ) , for non negative in tegers n. 
k k 
(a) n (-1) (n+a) lx 
L„ (x) « E . (1 .4 .6) 
" k=0 k I (n-k)l (a+k)l 
When a = 0 , i t r ead i ly follows tha t 
k k 
n (-1) m X 
L„(x) = Z 5 = . (1 .4 .7) 
" k=0 ( k l ) ^ (n-k)( 
Jacobi Polynomials 
The Jacobi polynomials P (x) are defined by the (a ,p) F 
generat ing function 
a4^ p - 1 -p « (a ,p ) n 
2 y (1- t+J^) = E P„ (x) t , (1 .4 .8 ) 
n O " 
Re(a) > - 1 , Re(p) > - 1 
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2 1/2 
where J? = ( l - 2 x t + t ) and n be a non-negative i n t e g e r s . 
The Jacobi-polynomials have the three f i n i t e s e r i e s represen-
t a t i o n s . See [ 6 1 ; P .255] , one of them i s given below 
P„ (x) « r { ^ ) , (1 .4 .9 ) 
" k=0 ki (n-k)l (1+k). (l+a+p)„ 
• • K n 
we note t h a t 
(a,p) " (p,a) 
Pn (-x) - (-1) Pn ( x ) . (1 .4 .10) 
Spec ia l Cases: 
( i ) When o = p = 0 , the polynomial becomes the Legendre 
polynomial 
(0,0) 
P^ (x) =Pn(x) 0-4.11) 
(a,a) 
( ii) If p = a, then P (x) is called the ultraspherical 
a 
polynomial. The Gegenbauer polynomial Cj^( x) [2 ;P.185] 
is connected with the ultraspherical polynomial by 
relation (Cf. See [ 2 ; P.191] or [61; P.283]). 
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( a - l / 2 , a -1 /2) 
a C2a) P (x) 
C_(x) = a - J a , ( 1 . 4 . 1 2 ) 
" (a+1/2) 
or 
a + l / 2 
( a , a ) ( l + a ) n ^n ^^^ p (x) = D Q . ( 1 . 4 . 1 3 ) 
" ( i + 2 a ) „ 
( i i i ) The Lague r re polynomials a r e , in f a c t , l i m i t i n g ca se s 
of the J a c o b i - p o l y n o m i a l s [74 ; P . 7 4 ] 
(a) ( a , p ) 
L_ (x) = l i m P„ ( l - 2 x / p ) ( 1 . 4 . 1 4 ) 
Some Useful Hyperqeoinetr ie R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s : 
E r r o r f u n c t i o n s (See [74 ; P . 4 0 ] ) 
2x 2 
e r f ( x ) = - - , F , ( ^ ; | ; - x ) ( 1 . 4 . 1 5 ) 
y ^ J- -L ^ ^ 
Bessel functions (^see [74; P.44]) 
iz/2)^ 2 
J (2) « F.( ; v+1; -z /4) (1.4.16) 
ITv+1) ^  ^ 






- j^Fj^(-n, l+a;x) ( 1 . 4 . 1 7 ) 
Legendre polynomial (jSee [61 ; P . 1 6 6 ] ) 
P„(x) 2^1 




( 1 . 4 . 1 8 ) 







- n , 2^+n; 
^ + 1 / 2 ; 
1-x IT ( 1 . 4 . 1 9 ) 
Hermite Polynomial (See [ 7 4 ; P . 4 0 ] ) 
H„(2) = ( 2 x ) " 2 F o =5 i - 5 — -21 
- z ( 1 . 4 . 2 0 ) 
J a c o b i polynomial (See [61 ; P . 2 5 5 ] ) 
( a , p ) , ( l + a ) „ 
p (x) = Q „F 
n\ 2 U 
- n , l+a-»f+n; 
1+a ; 
¥' (1.4.21) 
Generalized Rice polynomial (^ See [74; P.140]) 
Clearly, we note that 
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( i + p ) „ x - i •" p 
2 ( ) 2^1 
n | 2 




( 1 . 4 . 2 2 ) 
(a,p) 
H^ ( k , p ; x ) a+n 
- n , 1+a-tf+n, k; 
1+a, p ; 
( 1 . 4 . 2 3 ) 
H^ ( k , k ; x ) = P^ ( l - 2 x ) ( 1 . 4 . 2 4 ) 
1.5 GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
The name ' g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n ' was f i r s t i n t roduced by 
Laplace i n 1812 . The g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n s f o r the s e t of 
f u n c t i o n s l|l (x) i s de f ined by 
H(x,t) = ? t lll(x) 
n=-«. '^  
( 1 . 5 . 1 ) 
I f t h i s s e r i e s e x i s t on ly for p o s i t i v e v^  then the 
3i 
generat ing function i s determined by 
F ( x , t ) = E t ljj„(x) (1 .5 .2) 
n=0 " 
Often the genera t ing function of a sequence \f \ of 
numbers or funct ions can be constructed in the follov;ing way. 
Let G(x, t ) be a function tha t can be expanded in power 
of t such t h a t 
G(x , t ) = E C„f (x) t , (1 .5 .3) 
n=0 " " 
where C^ is a function of n that may contain the parameters 
of the set {^ ^^ '^ V ^^^ ^^ independent of x and t. Then 
G(x,t) is called a generating function of the set <^Ji^)l * 
A set of functions may have more than one generating 
function. However if, 
G(x,t) « E h (x) t , (1.5.4) 
n«0 " 
then G(x,t) is the unique generator for the set of function 
as the coefficient set. 
[V=<>] 
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Let us define a generating function of more than one 
variable. 
Definition; 
Let G(x,, ''^D'^^ ^ ^ function of (P+1) 
variables, which has a formal expansion in powers of t 
such that 
G(x,, .X it) = I C g (x,,....,x )t , (1.5.5) 
•^  P n=ri n n X p 
where the sequence C^ i s independent of the variables 
Xj^f»,,x and t . Then we shall say that G( x , , . . . . , x ; t ) 
i s a generating function for the set g ( x , , . . . . , x ) corres-
ponding to non-zero coefficients C . 
In par t icu lar , if 
G(x,y,t) = ? C f (x) g (y) t (1.5.6) 
n=0 
The expansion determines the set of constants C and two 
n 
sets of functions if^(x)| and )gyj(y)l, then G(x,y,t) can 
be considered as a generator of any of these sets and as a 
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unique generator of the coef f i c ien t s e t )C -^ -C x) ^_(y)>-
If the s e t of function jfj^(x)j i s also defined for 
negative i n t e g e r s n = 0 , + 1, + 2, , the de f in i t ion 
(1 .5 .3) may be extended in terms of the Laurent s e r i e s 
expansion 
G(x, t ) = 2 ^n V " " ^ * • (1 .5 .7 ) 
n=-oo 
where the sequence \c^{ i s independent of x and t . 
I nJn^  
Applicat ions of the Generating Functions 
A generat ing function may be used to define a s e t of 
functions to determine a recurrence r e l a t i o n or a pure recu-
rrence r e l a t i o n to evaluate ce r t a in i n t e g r a l s e t c . we w i l l 
use generat ing funct ions to define the c e r t a i n functions and 
polynomials, for example, Besse l ' s functions and the polyno-
mials of Legendre, Gegenbauer, Hermite and Laguerre e t c . The 
Bessel funct ions J^C'f) » for i n t eg ra l n and for t 4=0, 
sa t i s fy the genera t ing r e l a t i o n 
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„ - 1 «» n 
exp | ( t - t ) = E J ^ ( x ) t , (1 .5 .8 ) 
the Hermite polynomial H^( x) i s defined by the generat ing 
r e l a t i o n 
2 « H„(x) n 
exp(2xt - t ) = L - 2 t , (1 .5 .9) 
n O n\ 
whereas the Laguerre polynomial L (x) s a t i s f i e s the genera-
t ing r e l a t i o n 
t « L^(x) n 
e o F ^ [ - - ; 1; - x t ] = Z - ^ t . (1 .5 .10) 
n=0 
B i l a t e r a l Generating Functions 
If the function H(x ,y , t ) has a formal power s e r i e s 
expansion in t such t h a t 
H(x ,y , t ) = E h f (x) gAY)t , (1 .5 .11) 
n=0 
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where the sequence \h \ is independent of x,y and t 
l "3n=0 
and the set of functions j fn('^ )j ^^^ \^n^^^ are 
n=0 ' " n=0 
d i f fe ren t^ then H(x ,y , t ) i s ca l led a b i l a t e r a l generating 
function for the s e t ^f^Cx)^ or [g^(x)5 . 
functions then in tha t case , we shal l say tha t H(x,y , t ) 
i s a b i l i n e a r generat ing function for the se t sC^'^)] • 
A mul t ivar iable genera t ing function G( x^  »• • ^ jX ; t) 
given by ( 1 . 5 . 5 ) , i s said to be a m u l t i l a t e r a l generat ing 
function if 
g n ( x , , . . . . , x ) = f, ( x , ) . . . . f ,(5fc)» (1 .5 .12) 
where a,(n),....,a (n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. Moreover, if the functions occuring on 
the right hand side of (1.5.12) are all equal, the equation 
(1.5.5) will be called a multilinear generating function. 
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CHAPTER-2 
NEW GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING MITTAG-LEFFLER'S 
FUNCTIONS 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The primary thrust of our work in this Chapter i s the 
f u l l explo i t a t i o n of the inherent functions and polynomials 
in order to blend ear l ier approaches in gett ing generating 
re lat ions which are partly b i la tera l and partly uni lateral 
into a general theory. The key idea i s to use ser ies mani-
pulation to construct e x p l i c i t l y the appropriate generating 
re lat ions of polynomials denoted by « „ a'^^i>^) *nd 
PltP2>P3 " 
cc. fOCnfOc^  m 
o o ovA^) of general character defined by 
PifP2»P3 " 
r 
o, ,a^,a^m n (-x) 
a a B^n(x) - r 
Pl»P2»P3 » x'C ^^sK^x ^^iK^im^i) ^P2^a2(n-r) 
and 
r 
( -n)^ X 
aj^»a2*"3'°- - " v-"'r 
Where each a^ r^ P^ > 0 , i € | ^ l , 2 , 3 j . 
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In this chapter, we present a systematic introduction 
to and several interesting applications of certain generating 
functions which are partly bilateral and partly unilateral for 
a fairly wide variety of special functions which are deduced 
a m a m 
as special cases of QF^CX) and o4>-(x)» The methods 
p n P •• 
developed here are shown to apply not only to Laguerre poly-
nomials, the c la s s i ca l orthogonal polynomials and hypergeometric 
functions 2^2* 2^3 **"* ^^^^ ^° ^^^^ other special functions 
as Mittag-Leffler*s functions E^, E^ g and Wright's functions 
d)(a,P52) i n t i m a t e l y - connected with E„ and E^ - . Sections 
o a,p 
2«2 and 2*3 are based upon two main results (2.2«6} and 
(2*3.1) respectively. 
In order that this chapter be self contained, we introduce 
in Section 2*1, all those basic definitions and concepts of 
Mittag-Leffler* s functions which we require for applications 
in Sections 2*2 and 2*3* Section 2.4 contains operational 
images (or operational representations) of special functions of 
Sections 2.2 and 2*3 in the classical Laplace transform* We 
derive a number of generating relations involving Jr2» 3^2* 4^3 
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and ^2"^" 'act ions in t h i s manner. 
2 .1 MITTAG-LEFFLER'S FUNCTION AND RELATED FUNCTIONS 
The function 
E„(2) = r • — : — , o > o » (2 .1 .1 ) 
" kO ITak+l) 
was introduced by Mi t t ag -Le f f l e r ( [40 ] , [ 4 1 ] , [42]) and was 
inves t iga ted sys temat ica l ly by several other authors for example 
Wiman [ 7 8 ] , Po l l a rd [ 5 9 ] , Humbert [ 2 8 ] . E^(z) , for a > 0 , 
furnishes important examples of e n t i r e functions of f i n i t e 
order l / o . 
In [ 7 8 ] , Wiman proved t h a t E (z) has an i n f i n i t y of 
zeros on the negative r e a l axis and i t has no other z e ro s . 
Wiman inves t iga ted the zeros of E (z) also for complex values 
of a . 
Vi/e note tha t 
z 2 e^ + e"^ 
Ej^(2) a e , £2(2 ) « ^ - « Cos hz, 
(2 .1 .2 ) 
- 1 / 2 - z 1/2 
E^/2^V"z) « 2 n e E r f c ( - z ) . 
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The integeral / e E (^ t z)dt « - r r , ( 2 a . 3 ) 
a ^ 0 , was evaluated by Mittag-Leffler who showed that the 
region of convergence of (2 .1 .3) contains the unit c irc le and 
i s bounded by the l ine Re z = 1 . 
If a « m/n, where m and n are posit ive en tr i e s , 
the functional re lat ions [42; P.146]< '^^ <^ 
-mk/n 
J m m/n n-1 z m/n 
**2 "/" k=l IXl-mk/n) "/" 
(Iz^^^m^^"^ " m^^ =^ "^  ^^ '^  n = l , (2 .1 .5 ) 
Also 
k-n 
„ l-n/m ^ m n-1 x 
l - l / m ^ m 
(» '^  31^ ^ m^^ "^ ^ "^m^'^^' " = *^ (2 .1 .7 ) 
For example» 
• ^ / . % _ 1 
UZ2 ^W'^ ) - TT7;''^ '^ i^/2 '^^ ' 
2 n—1 
EjCx) * § ; E ^ ( x ) - ^ EjCx) = 0 . " (2 .1 .8 ) 
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Feller conjectured and Pollard [59] proved that E i~x) 
is completely mono tonic for x ^ O if O ^ a ^ l . 
We have 
-1 -X 
EQ(-X) = (1+x) , E^(-x) = e . (2.1.9) 
The function 
k 
^a fi^2) = £ 7 = , a,p > 0 , (2 .1 .10) 
has p rope r t i e s very s imi l a r to those of Mittag-Lef f l e r ' s 
funct ion. See Wiman [ 7 8 ] , Agarwal [ l ] , Humbert and Agarwal [ 3 0 ] . 
The functions E^ and E - increase i n d e f i n i t e l y as z •—^ o» 
a a,p 
in a certain sector of angle an and approach zero as z — ^ « 
out side of this sector. 
From (2.1.10), we have 
E^^^(z) « E^(z) (2.1.11) 
^1 «(z) - T ^ ,F,[l;^;z] (2.1.12) 
1 (^ ) 
^d 8^ 2) " T T T + 2 ^ a,«+P • (2.1.13) 
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(l)(a,p;z) = Z — , a,p > 0, (2.1.14) 
k=0 kj ITak"»f) 
which was used by Wright [7,9] in the asymptotic theory of 
partitions. The asymptotic behaviour of (j) as z — > « was 
also investigated by Wright ([80], [81]). The relations 
|^(t>(a,p;z) « 4)(a,«+p; z) (2.1.15) 
V 2 
and J„(z) = (z/2) ())(1, v+l; - z /4), (2.1.16) 
follow from (2.1.14). 
Equation (2.1.16) shows that Wright's function may be 
regarded as a kind of generalized Bessel function Jy(z), 
defined by 
k v+2k 
« (-1) (z/2) 
Jv(z) = Z -i: ^ . (2.1.17) 
^ k=0 ki Rv^+k+l) 
In particular, 
J^/gCz) '=V(|7) Sin z, J.i/2<z) =V(|^) Cos z. (2.1.18) 
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2.2 GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING E^ « AND RESULTING 
EXPANSIONS *'P 
Recently Exton [15] obtained an interest ing double 
generating function for the associated Laguerre polynomials 
LJ(X) in the form 
e x p ( s + t - x t / s ) = Z I S t F_(x) . (2 .2 .1 ) 
in=*Kx. n o " 
where 
m (m) 
Fjj(x) « j^Fj^(-n; m+1; x)/m\ ni« L^ ^ (x)/(m+n)l (2 .2 .2 ) 
(m)^ , 
L (x) being associated Laguerre, a function of frequent 
occurrence in quantum mechanics and other branches of applied 
mathematics. See Schiff [65; P.84] and Exton [14; chapters 7 
and 8]» for example. The double generating function (2 .2 .1) i s 
rather curious in that i t s right-hand member i s partly b i la tera l 
and partly un i la t era l . 
Pathan and Yasmeen [57] modified the above resu l t ( 2 . 2 , i ) 
by defining m » max < 0 , -mi and 
x m (m) , n "^""^ r . 
n^^ *^ ) " ^ n (x)/(m+n)l - ^r E , , i f n 2 » 
" " "'• r-:m (m^n)l T\ 
0 i f 0 ^ n < m ( that i s , i f m+n < 0 ^ n ) . (2 .2 .3 ) 
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So that a l l factor ia l s of negative integers occurring 
in this def in i t ion have meaning* Using this modified defini-
tion» equation (2 .2 .1 ) can be rewritten in the form 
e x p ( s + t - x t / s ) « 2 ' S » S t Fj,(x) (2 .2 .4 ) 
The equation (2.2.1) now makes sense because (m^n)\ has 
meaning throughout the effective range of summation, which is 
as in (2.2.3) above. We may replace 
^ ^ m+n ^"•'"^^n 
^TUv^y (m+n)i ^ n ^  ^^ (mi-n)i ni (2.2.5) 
The purpose of this note is to introduce the equation 
(2.2.3) as the main working tool to develop a theory of genera-
ting functions of special functions which are partly bilateral 
and partly unilateral. This note suffices to give an idea of 
the use of formula (2.2.3) and to support the contention that 
this work would help in obtaining the similar generating func-
tions for other special functions. 
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The Main Generating Relation 
For every m = maxTo, -m j , we obtain the following 
new generating function in terms of the product of three 
Mittag-Leffler»s functions 








"l'"2'"3 m n ( -x )^ 
fi fi ft Pn(x) « Z , ( 2 . 2 . 7 ) 
^l'P2'P3 " r ^ (Pi)a,(m.r)(P2>a2(n.r)(P3)a3r 
provided that each a^tP^ > 0 , i € / l , 2 , 3 j . 
I f we take a, =* 02 = ffo « a and p. = p^ " P3 = P in 
(2 .2 .6)y then we have 
m n 
eo ee 8 t C( ID 
- S E » — - 5 F^(x), (2 .2 .8 ) 




a m n (-x) 
«F„(x) « I , a,p > 0 . ( 2 . 2 . 9 ) 
^ ^=0 (P)a(n^r) (P>a(n-r) ^P>ar 
For o = p s= 1, equations (2 .2 .8) and (2 .2 .9 ) reduce to 
the known resu l t s (2 .2 .4) and (2 .2 .2 ) respect ive ly . 
The double generating function (2 .2 .6) i s rather curious 
in that i t s r ight hand member i s partly bi lateral and partly 
un i la t era l . 
Proof of the resu l t (2 .2 .6 ) 
If the function 
V = E„ fl (s) E^ ft E„ e («xt /s ) 
i s expanded as a double ser ies of powers of s and t» 
we have 
r j - r k+r 
o* ( - x ) «o S 00 t 
r O TTagr+Pg) j O ITo^j+p^) k=0 rra2'^ +P2^ 
Replace j - r and k-r by m and n respect ively , when after 
rearrangenjent, jus t i f i ed by the absolute convergence of the 
above s e r i e s , i t follows that 
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m n r 
» «. S t n (-x) 
V tt Z Z ^ — — Z 
Thus r e s u l t (2«2.6) i s proved. 
S p e c i a l Cases 
If we take p * 1 in ( 2 . 2 . 8 ) , we get a similar generating 
re la t ion in terms of the product of three Mittag-Leffler*s func-
tions E^(z), 
E j s ) E j t ) E„(-xt /s) » £ I • s t , F j x ) , (2 .2 .10) 
" * " m»-<» naro * 
where j . 
a m n (-x) 
, F J X ) - Z • • (2 .2 .11) 
•^  " r-0 1 tt( Hrt-r) i a( n-r) (or 
On setting a ^  2 in (2.2.10), replacing s,t and x 
2 2 2 
by 8 , t and - x respect ive ly and using the r e s u l t ( 2 . 1 , 2 ) , 
we obtain a generating function of hypergeometric fxjnction ^^ 
in terms of hyperbolic cosine functions, v i z . 
Coshs cosht cosh ( x t / s ) 
2m 2n 
«• « 8 t - n , -n+ l /2 i 2 
n=iB* (2m)\ (2n)i ^^ 
X / 4 
m+1, m+1/2, 1/2; 
(2 .2 .12 
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Now putting a « l / 2 in ( 2 . 2 . 1 0 ) , replacing s , t and 
X by Vs, V"t and -Vx respect ively and using the resu l t 
( 2 . 1 . 2 ) , we get 
- 3 / 2 - ( s+ t+xt / s ) 
8 11 e Erfc(-V"s) Erfc(-V"t) Erfc(-V(xt/s)) 
= Z £ « $ t 
m/2 n/2 1/2 m 
B|m.eo n=^ 
lF„(x), (2»2.13) 
where Erfc denotes the con^lement of error function defined 
by equation ( 1 . 1 . 3 ) CK'^(^ 
1/2 m 





m+rv I / n-r% 
(2 .2 ,14) 
( r / 2 ) l ( ^ ) l i^)\ 
In equation ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) , put a, « Og = Oo = 1 and use 
the relat ion ( 2 . 1 . 1 2 ) , we get 
^F^(l;p^;s) ^Fj^(l;P2;t) iF^( l ;p3; - x t / s ) 
1, l-p2~"» m n s t 
= Z 
m—« n=m (p^)^ (Pg)^ 2^2 Pl+m, P3; 
(2 .2 .15) 
For pg = 1, equation (2.2.15) reduces to the result 
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IB—00 n«a (Pi),^02^n 1^1 
1-Po-n 
$x 
L ^ 1 p.+m 
(2 .2 .16) 
J 
A se t of expansions also e x i s t which may be obtained 
by taking successive part ia l derivatives with respect to one 
of the variables of generating relation ( 2 . 2 . 8 ) . The general 
formula of these expansions has not» so far been obtained, only 
f i r s t and second order part ia l derivative are given below 
l l - ^ a , p < ^ > E^,p(-xt /s) £ 
o. (r+1) t 
r o | (o(r+l)4p) 
- T E- fl(s) E^ At) E 
(k+ l ) ( -x t / s ) 
8 a,P a,P ,J^ ^ (TSTk+TTW 
m n->l 
•• «• n 8 t a m 
I E » — — - Y — flF_(x) 
m—oo nom (fp)^ P " (2 .2ol7) 
Now putting a = p » 1 and set t ing s»t=x/^, equation 
(2 .2 .17) reduces to a known expansion [15;P.148(8) , for r = l ] 
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0-^a,p^^)[^a,?(-*/^> (Tr+2)(T+l)t 2^ - ( H l ) ( - x t / s ) 
1 
r^ 1Ta(ir+2) + p) ® iL=OiT^(t+l) + p) 
( r + l ) t ^ 2 o. ( U 2 ) ( l + l ) ( - x t / s ) 
J. ^ ^ ( | ) 2 ( t ) r -=: 
r O fToCr+D+p) ® ^'P l O rra(t+2) + p) 
1 
m n-2 
n(n-l) s t 
1 (fP) 
a m (2.2.18) 
and so on* 
For a = p =s 1 and s « t « x/2, the above equation 
(2 .2 .18) reduces to a known expansion [ 15;P.148(8), for r = 2] . 
I f we take part ial derivative of (2 .2 .15) with respect 
to 't» and use the d i f f erent ia l property of j^F^, Cf . ( l«l-22)^ 
We obtain 
t [ ^ lFj^(l;Pi;s) ^F^(2;p2+l;t) ;,^F^(l;p3;-xt/s) 
- ^ ( x / s ) ^F^(l;p3^;s) i^iUi^2^^'^ j^Fj^(2;p3+l;-xt/s)] 
1 , 1 - pg -n ; 
x 
p^  + m, P3 ; 
2 
m n 
n s t 
m — n-m (p^)^^ (Pg)^ 2^2 
(2 .2 .19) 
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2 .3 GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING (j»(a,P;2) AND RESULTING 
EXPANSIONS 
The f a c t t h a t generat ing r e l a t i o n s of the tvpe (2 ,2 .6 ) 
for many d l a s se s of polynomials are genera l ly not known sugg-
e s t s t h a t a s e t of generating r e l a t i o n s also e x i s t s which may 
be obtained in a s imi lar manner. 
The Main Generating Function 
In an attempt to obtain such r e l a t i o n s , we have found 
a new genera t ing r e l a t i o n in the form 
m n 
« « y z ^'I '^'a'^a m 
• E 2 » ==—IZ:—IT— ft ft ft <t>n(>^ )» ( 2 . 3 . 
m—oa n=TO mt n\ (TFi) R i g ) ITPg) P I ' P 2 » P 3 " 
where <|>(a,p;z) denotes wright function defined by (2 .1 .14) 
and 
r 
^I'^a'^^S m n ( - ">r ^ 
ft fi R ^rS^^ '^ ^ t (2.3.2) 
provided t h a t each o^^tPi > 0 , i e ^ 1 , 2 , 3 ] . 
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I f a = Oj^  = 02 » ffo and Pj^  - P2 * P3 ~ P '^^ '^^  ^^ 
that case 
« r ^^—LJ— IC-). (2.3.3) 
where 
a m n (-n) x 
r ^ («H-1)^(P)^(^^)(P)^(^^)(P)^^ ri 
a,p > 0 . (2.3«4) 
Proof of the result (2.3.1) 
Consider the product of three wright functions 
V «4>(ojL»Pi;y) <t)(a2,p2»z) ^(^3*^3'* ^ ) (2.3.5) 
and expand it as a double series of powers of y and z 
to get 
r k-r /.+r 
CO (-x) €» y o» z 
TO [x jUgr+Pg) k=o ijL.(T3];w7r 10 iiiTs^F"pjr 
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Put k-r = m and i-t-x = n, then after rearrangement, jus t i f i ed 
by the absolute convergence of the above Series , i t follows 
that 
V - Z 
eo D n oo 
r » y z r 
( - X ) 




m—-» n-m m J n \ [TPi) 1X^2) fTPg) 
n 
I 
( - n ) j . X 
r-0 («H-l)3,(Pi)^^(^^)(P2)a2(n.r)<P3>a3r r^ 
This completes the proof* 
Special Cases 
On taking «i "* ^ o ~ *'^ 3 * ^ ^'^ ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) , we get the 
following generating re lat ion 
oFl(-»^l;y) o^i^-^Pa'^) o^i^-'Pa* ^ > 
m n 
y z 
m=>.oo n»m Ls IJQ (p^ )^ ^^  (^2)0 2^3 
- n , 1-po-n » 
m+1, p^+m, P3; 
- X (2 .3 .6 ) 
S3 
On taking a^ ^ = 0 2 « 03 = 1» P^ . - •^••^ » ^2 * V^'*'^* 
o 
p , s v+1 in (2 .3 .1 ) and replacing y,z and x by -x / 4 , 
2 zK^ 
- y / 4 and ^A respect ive ly , we get 
4y^ 
(t)(l,>v+l; -x^/4) (t)(l,^+l; -y^/4) (|)(l,v+i; -z^/^) 
eo 00 
D-t-n 2m 2n 
(-1) X y 
m=*-<» nam 4°^" Ls LD F + l ps+m+I fjl+n+l 
2^3 
- n , n i -n; 
m+1, A+nH-1, v+1; 4y 
2 2 X 2 (2.3.7) 
By using the re la t ion ( 2 . 1 . 1 6 ) , we arrive at the resu l t of 
Pathan and Yasmeen [57, ( 3 . 4 ) , P.7] 
m+n 2m 2n 
» «» (-1) X y 
Bj-i^ n»m lj5.liL4°^ (-^+1)^ (li+i)n 2''3 
- n , - i i -n; 2 2 
m+1,v+1, A+m+1; ^^ 
(2,3.8) 
Equation (2 .3 .6) can also be written in the form 
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QFJL(^+1; - X 2 / 4 ) O F ^ ( H + 1 ; - y V 4 ) OFJ^(V+1; -2V4) 
in4-n 2m 2n 
« (-1) X y 
= S 2^3 




I f we take p a r t i a l de r iva t ive of (2 .3 .3) with r e spec t 
to z and use the d i f f e r e n t i a l property of (t)(a,p;z), 
Cf.( 2 .1 .15)^ we get the following r e s u l t 
dV I I = z[4»(a,p;y) (l)(a.p; = ^ ) (t)(a,p;z) 
- i <l>(a.p;y) 4>(a,p;z) (t)(a,o+p; = ^ ) ] 
m n 
n y z 
m=-o<» n"m | m j n ( (^ ) 
a m (2 .3 .10) 
Le t t ing y = z « x/2 in ( 2 . 3 . 1 0 ) , we have 
fC(t)(a,p;x/2) (|)(a,p;-x) (t)(a,a+0;x/2) 
- 2 (|)(a,p;x/2) (t)(a,p;x/2) (|)(a,a+§; x)] 
Z 
D O " * " * 
m+n 
00 n (x/2) a m 
(2 .3 .11) 
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2 „ 2 
V ^ = 2 [(^) (j)(a,p;y) (j)(a.p;z) (|)(a,2a+P; = ^ ) - f^ <t)(a,P;y) 
dz 
(J)(a,a-if;z) <|>(a,o+P;=^) -f^Ca.pjy) ( | ) ( a , p ; ^ ) (j)(a,2o+3;z)] 
= Z 
m n 
n(n-1) y z a m 
I ^ : rr-^— p4>n(x) » 
in=-« n=m L? L? ( fP) 
(2 .3 .12) 
For y s 2 = x /2 , we have 
| - (J)(a ,p;x/2) [4(t)(a,p;x/2) (t)(a,2o+^;-x)- 4(t)(a,o+p;x/2) • 
(t)(a,a-»f ;-x) + <|)(a,p;-x) (j)(a,2a+^;x/2)] 
iB».M n=m Ls i s ^ fP ^  
m+n 
n(n-l) (x/2) a m 
3 p^n^""^ • (2 .3 .13) 
When aal> (2 .3 .10) reduces to 
2 [oFi(-5P;y) o^l^-^P* y ^ oF^(-;p+l;z) 
• y 0^1^"^P»y^ Q F ^ ( - ; P ; Z ) Q F ^ ( - ; P + 1 ; ^ ) ] 
m n 
n y z 
m n-n* i s Ln 0 ) „ ( p ) / ^ 
- n , 1-p-n; 
m+l, p+m, p; 
- x (2 .3 .14) 
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2 , 4 GENERATING FUNCTIONS OBTAINABLE FROM THE LAPLACE 
TRANSFORMS 
We begin by rep lac ing x ,y and z in (2«3«8) by x t , 
c -1 
y t and z t r e s p e c t i v e l y , M u l t i p l y both the s i d e s by t 
and take the Laplace transforms with the help of the r e s u l t s 
[ 1 2 ; P . 184 ( 2 4 ) ] and [ 1 2 ; P.220 ( 1 9 ) ] , Thus we arrive a t the 
r e s u l t 
( l + i X/p) 
-(C+S) (3) 
F^ [c+S; A+l/2,^i+l/2,v+l/2;2A+l,2 | l"^•l ,2v+l; 
2 i 2 i z 2iX W!1V ZlZ 1 
pWt * p+tx ' p+n J 
m+n 2m 2n 
(-1) X y c+S+2m+2n 
m « ^ n=m* im UJ (2p)2°^2" ( ^ + i ) o ^^*^K J"^ *^  
4^3 
c»S4-2m -^2n c-f S ••2m4-2n-t-l. 
- n , - v i - n , 2 » ^ » 
nH-1, X+BH-1, v + 1 . 
( " ) 
( 2 . 4 . 1 ) 
where X = x+y+z and <S «= >\ +n+v , 
Tcir 
Re(c+S ) > 0 , Re(p+iX) > 0 and Re(p+2(^) e ) > 0 , 
for r = 0 , 1 . 
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I f vye rep lace x / p , y/p and z / p in ( 2 , 4 . 1 ) by x ,y and z 
r e s p e c t i v e l y then we get 
- ( c + J ) (3) 
(1+iX) | ( c + S ) F^ [c+S"; A + l / 2 , ^ i + l / 2 , v + l / 2 ; 2 A + l , 2 i i + l , 2 v + l ; 
2 i x 2 i v 2 i z -, 
1+Ix » l+iX» l+iX-* 
( -1 ) 
nH-n 
in=fc.« n=ro Ijjj [n i'^*^)^ ^ '^''•'•^n 
c+5+2nH-2n 2m 2n 
(x/2) (y/2) 
4^3 
c-«-r'<-2i!H-2n c-f S 4-2in-f2n-H . 
- n , - n - | i , f^ f = 5 — ' — ; 
BH-1, yJi+m+l, v+1; 
(2,4.2) 
(3) 
Where F* is a Lauricella's function of three variables [14]. 
1/2 1/2 
On replacing x,y and z in (2.3.8) by 2x t , 
1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
2y t and 2z t respectively, taking 2A , 2^ 
and 2v instead of A »K^  and v respectively,\«uAU^ \^Y\^  both the 
c-1 
s i d e s by t and using the Laplace i n t e g r a l s [ 1 2 , P . 1 8 7 ( 4 3 ) ] 
oo - p t c -1 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
/ e t J 2 A ( 2 X t ) J2^i^2y * ) '^2v^^^ * >"** 
-Cc+A4|i4-v ) X V^ V 
C+A4VI+V p x y 2 
| i A+1 r^T+r | 2 v +1 
^ 3 ) , V V r 
lb [c+A->t i+v; 2 ^ + 1 , 2n+l , 2 v + l 5 I , ^ , I ] , 
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Re(p) > 0 and Re(c+A+^+v ) > 0 and [12, P.137 ( 1 ) ] 
/ e t dt = [Tc). p ; Re(c) > 0 , Re(p) > 0 , 
0 
we get the following result 
(3) 
lil2 [ f ; 2 A + 1 , 2^+1, 2v +1; x/p, y /p , z/p] 
jsH-n n /2x' 
2: 
(-1)"'"" (/)„+„ (2y/p)" (f2) m 
ni=-oo n=m \m [n (aA+l)^^^ (2^+1)^ 
- n , -n -2n , /-t-m+n; 
DH-l, 2v +1, 2>»+nH-l; 
( 2 . 4 * 3 ) 
where ^ « c+X+^+v , Re(/) > 0 , Re(?) > 0 . and Re(y) > 0 . 
Now replacing x/p, y/p and z/p by x,y and z respect ively . 
We get 
(3) 
^2 f ^ 5 2 ^ + 1 , 2ji+l, 2v +1; x ,y , z ] 
RH-n m n 
m=»-<» n=m (jm [ji ( 2 ^+1)^^ ( 2 ^ + 1 ) ^ 
- n , - n - 2 j i , Z'+Bi+n; 
/ 3 
uH-l, 2 v + i , 2 ^4•m+l; 
xz 
y 
( 2 . 4 . 4 ) 
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When z «» 0 in ( 2 . 4 , 4 ) , we g e t 
m+n m n 
( •1 ) ( f ) ^ „ (2x) (2y) 
where / « c+X+vi and Re( / ) > 0 . ( 2 . 4 . 5 ) 
Ijl^ C/; 2X+1, 2^ 1+1;x,y) « E E 
Now putting y = x in (2.4.5) and then using the 
relation [14; (4.7.7), P.133], we obtain 
p , >-»n+l/2, ^ 4^+1; 
3^3 4x 
2A+1, 2^+1, 2X+2H+1; 
m+n m+n 
(-1) ( f ) ^ „ (2x) 
m»-» n=m \JR jjj (^ X+D^^^ (2^i41)^ 
( 2 . 4 . 6 ) 
Setting ^= n and y •« -x in (2.4.5) and using the 
relation [72; (188), P.322], we get the following result 
|f,^(m); 
2^3 -x 
2A+1, A+1/2 , X+lj 
m m+n 
m — « n««m [m [n (^ A+i)^ ^^  ^ ^^ •*"^ n^ 
(2.4.7) 
Now setting c « -k + 5 in (2.4.4) and using the result 
GO 
(1.3.10)» Chapter I j '*'e obtain an interest ing generating 
relat ion for -F^ in terms of Whittaker*s function of three 
variables M,. ,^  .. .. (x. ,x^,xj ^ viz» 
e x p [ | (x+y+z)] 
A+1/2 n+iy:> v+i/ i i "k, A,vi,v^*^'^'^^ 
X y 2 
nH-n m n 
(-1) (/)m+n^=^'^^ ( 2 Y ) 
« E ( 2 A + l ) ^ (2n-i-l)j^ mi ni 
/+nH-n, -n-2|i , -n ; 
2 A +m+l, 2 V +1, m+1; 
V y/ 
(2.4.8) 
where / « A ^ + v - k + | , Re( / ) > 0 , Re(y) > 0. 
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CHAPTER-3 
ON REPRESENTATIONS OF VOIGT FUNCTIONS 
3.0 INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of special funct ions , the vo ig t functions 
play the same ro le as in a number of other branches of mathema-
t i c s and phys i c s . To begin wi th , they occur f requent ly in 
spectroscopy and neutron phys ics . These functions are assoc ia -
ted with as t rophys ica l spectroscopy in which we need to cons i -
der the frequency dependence of spec t ra l p r o f i l e s while compu-
t ing o p a c i t i e s of hot s t e l l e r gas . Voigt funct ions K(x,y) 
and L(x,y) are more in tens ive ly used and inves t iga ted in the 
theory of the Doppler broadened Breit-Wigner resonances in 
neutron r e a c t i o n s . A given c lass of funct ions of the form 
K(x,y) + i L(x,y) 
i s i den t i ca l to plasma d ispers ion funct ion, which i s s tudied 
by Fried and Conte [21 ] and by F e t t i s e t a l . [20 ] . The 
basic information on vo ig t functions and t h e i r p r o p e r t i e s , 
numerical and ana ly t i ca l evaluat ion and computational methods 
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are presented by Armstrong and Nicholls [ 5 ] , Haubold and 
John [ 24],Exton [ 1 6 ] , Katriel [ 33 ] and Srivastava and 
Miller [75 ] . 
This chapter aims at presenting a unified study of the 
Voigt functions. Section 3.1 of the present chapter i s devoted 
to a modification of the integral representation given by 
Srivastava and Miller [ 75 ] which help us to obtain in section 
3.2, a further generalization of Voigt functions in terms of 
Humbert confluent hypergeometric function of three and 
more var iables . The objective of next section i s to obtain a 
generating re la t ion of hypergeome t r i e function of several 
variables in terms of Voigt function. This allow us to deal 
(3) 
with generating function of Srivastava*s t r ip le series F 
in terms of simple Voigt functions. Also special cases of our 
generating functions in terms of Voigt functions are obtained 
which gives us an opportunity to underline the special role 
of the representation of Voigt functions in the theory of 
generating functions, which are part ly uni la tera l and par t ly 
b i l a t e r a l . 
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3.1 A UNIFICATION (AND GENERALIZATION) OF VOIGT FUNCTIONS 
For the purpose of the present study, we r e c a l l here 
the following i n t e g r a l r ep resen ta t ions of Voigt functions 
K(x,y) and L(x,y) due to Reiche [ 6 2 ] 
- 1 / 2 CO . 2 
K(x,y) =: n / exp(-yt - Tt ) Cos(xt)dt (3.1.1) 
0 ^ 
and 
-1/2 « , 2 
L(x,y) = « / exp(-yt - -Tt ) S i n ( x t ) d t j (3.1.2) 
0 ^ 
( - « < x < « > ; y > 0 ) 
so that 
- 1 / 2 oo - 2 
K(x,y)+i L(x,y) = II / exp[-(y-ix)t - f t ] d t 
0 ^ 
«exp[(y- ix) ] [ l -e r f (y- ix)7 (3.1.3) 
and 
-1/2 «. , 2 
K(x,y)-i L(x,y) = w / expC-(y+ix)t - 4 t ] d t 
0 ^ 
2 
« exp[(y+ix) ] i" 1-erf(y+ix)A , (3.1.4) 
where erf(x) i s an error functions, Cf.( 1.1.3 ) • 
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Recently Srivastava and Miller [75; P•113(8)] introduced 
and studied a unification (and generalization) of the Voigt 
functions K(x,y) and L(x,y) in the form 
1/2 
V^^^(x,y) = (x/2) / * t exp(-yt- i t ) Jy(x t )d t , ( 3 . 1 . 5) 
so that 
K(x,y) ='^i/2,'.i/2^^'^^ and L(x,y) ' ^x/2,1/2^^*'^^ * (3.1.6) 
Here J^iz) i s the Bessel function defined by ( 2.1.17 ) . 
Expl ic i t expressions for Voigt functions are given in 
[75; P.113 (11)] in terms of re la t ively more familiar special 
functions of one and two var iab les , v iz . 
^1-1/2 v+1/2 
V^^^(x,y) « ^ ^ ^ J ^ f[|(n+v+l)] ^ l I2[ l i i^ ;v+l ,^ ; -x^y^] 
- 2y[|(ii+v+2) i | f 2 [ i i ^ ; v + l , | ; -x ,y ] , (3.1.7) 
Re(n-i-v) > - 1 . 
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Where ^2 <^enotes one of Humbert's confluent hypergeometrie 
functions of two var iables , defined by the equation (1 .2 .11 ) 
For ji B -V = 1/2 and ^ = v = l / 2 , equation (3.1.7) 
reduce to the known representation [16; P . 76(8),(9)] 
2 2 2 2 
K(x,y) '^ ^2^^'^hh''^ 'y ^ " (2y/Vii) ^2^l\^4i'X ,y ] (3.1.8) 
and 
2 2 2 2 
L(x,y) - ( 2 x 7 ^ l l J2U; | , | ; -x ,y ]'2xv ^2^^*4'h"^ ' ^ ] , (3 .1 .9) 
respectively. 
In an attempt to obtain such representation, we modify 
s l ight ly a unification (and generalization) of the Voigt 
functions K(x,y,a) and L(x,y,a) of Srivastava and Miller [75 ] 
for any arbi t rary a > 0 in the form 
V.v^a^'^'y^ = 2^^ ) / t exp(-yt-at ) J (x t )d t , (3.1.10) 
so that 
^1 /2 , -1 /2 , a ^^'^^ =K(x,y,a) andL(x,y,a) = Vj/2,i/2,a^'^tV)» 
(3.1.11) 
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Where the representation of K(x,y,a) andL(x,y,a) are in 
the form 
1/2 -1/2 oo 2 
K(x,y,a) = 2 a n f exp(-yt-at ) Cos(xt)dt (3.1.12) 
0 
and 
1/2 -1/2 oo 2 
L(x,y,a) =* 2 a n / exp(-yt-a t ) Sin(xt)dt (3.1.13) 
0 
( - o o < x < o o , y > 0 and a > o) 
respectively, which follow from the well known relat ion (2.1.18). 
So that F e t t i s ' s expressions [ 19 ] are 
1/2 -1/2 oo 2 
K(x,y,a)+i L(x,y,a) = 2 a u / exp(-yt-at ) 
0 
[Cos(xt+i Sin(xt)]dt 
1/2 -1/2 oo 2 
2 a n / exp[(-y-ix)t - at ]d t 
0 
p [ ( ^ ) ^ ? l - e r f ( ^ ^ J = ^ ) \ (3.1.14) 
2ira I 2V'a J 
and 
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1/2 - 1 / 2 oo 2 
K ( x , y , a ) - i L(x ,y ,a ) = 2 a « / exp[-(y+ix) t - a t ] d t 
0 
= e x p [ ( f i i S ) ' ] [ l - e r f ( f i 2 ) ] . ( 3 .1 J .5 ) 
where e r f (x) denotes the e r ro r function,Cf.( 1*1.3). 
Equations (3.1 .14) and (3 .1 .15) d i r e c t l y follow from the 
i n t e g r a l transform [12; P.146 ( 2 4 ) ] . 
In ( 3 . 1 . 1 0 ) , expounding the exponential function 
exp(-yt) and in tegra t ing the r e s u l t i n g s e r i e s wi th the help 
of i n t e g r a l transform [ l 3 ; P.30 ( 1 4 ) ] , we obtain 
1/2 v+i /2 2 ^ " r r 
a x oo (-X /4) (-y) |4(ti+v+2m+n+l) V ( X y) = u - - —— 
^ » ^ ' ^ * 2^"*^ m,n=0 roi niTTv+m+l) 2(^ *'*•V''"^ "*•••"+i) 
(3 .1 .16) 
Now separate the n - s e r i e s in to i t s even and odd terms 
of the equat ion (3.1.16) . Thus we obtain an e x p l i c i t expression 




2^"^ flv+l) a 
^ — ^ ^^[a-ti, v.i,|,=f .fj 2 . 2 
-y|T4(n+v+2)] 




Re()i-fv) > - 1 and a > 0 . 
For ji ss -V « l / 2 , equation (3.1.17) evidently reduces to 
K(x,y,a) = i | j 2 [ | } | , | ; = | - , ^ ] - (y/ f iSDll l^Cl ;^ , ! ;^ , ! , ; ] (3.1.18) 
and 
L(x,y,a) = (x/fS?) » l»2U; | ,^ ; i | ^ , | ^ ] - ( | f ) ' l ' 2 C | i i ' | ' i r » l i ] . ( 3.1.19) 
Equation (3.1.19) di rect ly follows from (3.1.17) when 
li = V = 1 / 2 . 
For a = 1/4, equation (3.1.17) reduces to a unified 
representation (3.1.7) while the equations (3.1.18) and (3.1.19) 
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reduce to known representation (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) respect ively. 
On replacing x and y by x/2(a and y/2fa (a > 0) 
in (3.1.7) respectively, and using the resul t (3 .1 .17) , we 
have 
^u V ^"7" ' "T" ^ = "^^ ^^  ^ \ V a^'^'Y^- (3.1.20) 
For ^ = -V = 1/2 and p, = v = 1/2, equation (3 .1 . :^) yields 
the representation of Voigt functions 
X y 




L( , — - ) = L ( x , y , a ) , a > 0 , ( 3 . 1 . 2 2 ) 
2Va 2y^ a 
which follows from the results (3.1.18) and (3.1.19) respec-
tively. In particular, when a = 1/4, equations (3.1.20), 
(3.1.21) and (3.1.22) reduce to the known results (3.1.7), 
(3.1.8) and (3.1.9) respectively. 
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3.2 FURTHER GENERALIZATION OF THE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
VOIGT FUNCTIONS 
We shall now generalize these relations of section 3.1 
and obtain a representation of Voigt functions in terms of 
special functions of three and more variables. 
It is well known that 
J^(0) = 1 and J^(0) * 0 . (3.2.1) 
Motivated by these r e l a t i o n s h i p s , consider the in t eg ra l 
r ep resen ta t ion of Voigt funct ions of three v a r i a b l e s , denoted 
by K(Xj, ,X2fY»a) and L( Xj^,X2»y,a), in the form 
^/2 « ,x 2 
Vji,v^,V2,a^^l''^2'y> " (2ax^> I * expC-yt-at ) J^^( x^t) • 
J (X2t )d t , (3 .2 .2 ) 
V2 
such that [Cf. equations (3.2»2) and (3.1.10)] 
V^^v^.vg.a^'^l.'^a'y) " V^v^a^'^'y^' <^>^  V2 - X2 = 0 
V2,-l/2,0,a^^l»'^»y^ = K(x^,X2,y.a). (3.2.3) 
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V z . l / a . O . a ' ^ l ' V y ^ = LCx^.Xj.y.a) 
Expanding the exponent ia l function exp(-yt ) and 
Bessel function J (x^) and using the in t eg ra l transforms 
2 
[ 1 3 ; P .30 , ( 1 4 ) ] , we ob ta in 
Xj^  X2 
2 2 
-X, p -Xr) n m r r 
^ 7a^ ^Ta^ "^""^ ^ |j(vi+v^+V2+2m+2p+n+l) 
E S73 ' (3 .2 .4 ) 
P*"'" '^^ mi ni pi (a) iTv^+P+l) rn?2"'""'^^ 
Re(^+v,+V2) > - 1 and a > 0 . 
Now separate the m s e r i e s of the equation (3 .2 .4) 
i n to even and odd terms 
I A(m) = S A(2m) + Z A(2m+1), (3 .2 .5 ) 
m=0 m=0 m=0 




^ i i , v , ,V2 , a ( ' ' l ' ' ' 2 ' y ) = V +V2+I/2 Z "l/^t^i-ev, -fv^ ") 
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| | (^+Vj^+V2+l ) . ^ 
(3 ) 
2 




2 2 2 
- X Xr, y 
; v ^ + l , V 2 + l , | ; - ^ , 5 ^ , ^ 
where ^2 ^^ defined by the equat ion . ( 1 ,3 .8 ) , 
for n = 3 . 
(3 .2 .6 ) 
Se t t i ng a = l / 4 in ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) , we get 
H-l /2 v+1/2 Y 
2 X y 
^*^*^ ITv+i) ITY +1) 
' \^{\i+v+y+i) 1)^ 2 (3 ) 
-2yf | (n+v+Y+2) 1|J2 (3 ) 
\x+v+r+i , 2 2 2 
2 ; v + l , Y + l , j ; - x , - y ,z 
2 2 2 ^+v+ r +2 -
5 ; v+ l , Y+l ,5 ; -x , - y ,z • ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
For \i = -Vj^  = 1/2, V2 = 0 , (3 .2 .6) gives a represen-
t a t i on of Voigt function K( Xj^ ,X2f y»a) of three var iab les for 
any a r b i t r a r y a > 0 
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K(x^,X2,y ,a) = 1^2 
- X , - X r 11 1 _i_—Z L 
!^»2*^*2'4a » 4a • 4a 
- (y /Van) lll2 
(3 ) 
2 2 2 
1; 5» 1» 5 ; 4 ^ » 4a » 4a ( 3 . 2 . 8 ) 
while the s p e c i a l case n = v^ ^ = 1 /2 , V2 = 0 of ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) 
y i e l d s the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t 
X, (3) 
L ( x , , X 2 . y , a ) = ( - t : ) 1II2 
•*• "^  Van 
2 2 2 
3 1 " ^ 1 "^2 ^ 
^»5»^»5»~4a' 4a~» Ja 
2 2 2 
3. 3 , 3 . "'^l ' ^ y 
5» 5 ' ^* 5» 4a » 4a * 4a ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) 
Also 
K(xi|^,X2,y,a) = K(xj^,X2,y) 
and L(xj^»X2,y»a) = L( Xj^,X2,y) t f o r a = 1/4 ( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) 
For Xg = 0 , e q u a t i o n s ( 3 . 2 . 8 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) reduce t o known 
r e s u l t s ( 3 . 1 . 1 8 ) and ( 3 . 1 . 1 9 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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Thus we have the fo l lowing in tegra l representa t ion of 
Vo ig t funct ions K( X2^,X2,y,a) and L( Xj^,X2,y,a) for any 
arbi trary a > 0 
1/2 - 1 / 2 oo 2 
K(Xj^,X2,y,a) = 2a n / e x p ( - y t - a t ) Cos(xjit) J^ (x2 t )d t 
( 3 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
and 
1/2 - 1 / 2 « 2 
L(xj^,X2,y,a) « 2a % f exp( -y t^at ) S in(x^t ) J^(x2 t )d t , 
( 3 . 2 . 1 2 ) 
(I xj[| < « , |x2J < « , y > 0 and a > 0 ) . 
Consider the i n t e g r a l 
1/2 « |i 2 n 
(2ax , ) / t e x p ( - y t - a t ) [ u J„ ( x , t ) ] d t ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
^ 0 i= l ^ i ^ 
of an unified (and generalized) representation of Voigt 
functions of (n+l) variables denoted by 
V„ „ „ - (x, ,x ,y). 
V^ »Vj^ » »••» • ,Vj^>a X n 
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So that equation (3.2.13) reduces to Voigt functions of (n+1) 
variables denoted by K( Xj^,... .,Xj^ ,y) and L(xj^,.... 
for \x « "Vj^ « 1/2, V2 - = v^ = 0 and ^ = v^ ^ = 1/2, 
.x^,y) 
^2 " a: V = 0 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Indeed, 
V.L V V a ^'^l'***»'^n'Y^ = ^u V . . . V ^'^l* ' • * •^n»y^> 
[i,Vj^, • • • , v , a ± n H»*j^»• • • t»jj -L n -^  
for a « 1/4. 
Making use of the s e r i e s represen ta t ion ( 2.1.17 ) 
and expanding the exponential function exp(-yt) , and intege-
r a t i n g the r e s u l t i n g mul t ip le s e r i e s term by term by the 
s imi lar p rocess , we obta in 
^ u ' v V a ( x , , . . . , X , y ) 
X, ^1^1/2 V2 
(5^) (5^) . . • (5S) 
rrv^+i)...(Tv^+i)a j(n+Vj^+...+v ) 
|^..v,.....v„.l^ J-1) H+v,+., .+v +1 , 
=^ -^-5 2 — ; v ^ + l , . . . ,v^+l , | ; 
- X , 2 2 
-x^ y 
" ^ » " * ' 4 a • ^ 
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r"li+v, + , . . + v +2 (n+1) ( ^ 0 ) ^2 ^+v + , . . + v +2 -1 ~ Q — ; v ^ + l , . . . , v ^ + l , | ; 
2 2 2 
-Xj^ - x ^ y 
73 ^iT ' ?^ > ' (3.2.14) 
Re (vi+v, + . . . + v ) > - 1 and a > 0 . 
Where lp2 denotes Humbert's conf luent hypergeometrie 
funct ions of n - v a r i a b l e s , def ined by ( 1 . 3 . 8 ) ' 
For \i « -Vj^ = 1 / 2 , V2 « • • • = Vj^  = 0 and ^ e Vj^  = 1 / 2 , 
V2 = • • • =Vj^ - 0, equat ion ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) reduces to V o i g t funct ions 
of (n+1) v a r i a b l e s denoted by K(xj^ , . . . , x , y , a ) and 
L ( x j ^ , . . . , x ^ , y , a ) for any arb i t rary a > 0 . The fo l lowing 
express ions of Vo ig t funct ions are given 
(n+1) 
K(Xj^, . . . ,Xj^ ,y ,a ) « ijf^ 
2 2 
1.1 , , l.'^^l "'^ n y 
(n+1) 
.(y/Van) ijig i ; | , i > • 
o —X. 
2 2 
• 4a» 4a (3.2.15) 
and 
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L(Xj^ , . . . ,x^ ,y ,a) 
X, , (n+l) 
V an 
3 1 "'^l 
» • • • » 
2 2 
y 
' 4 ^ 
x,y (n+1) 







-'^n y (3 .2 .16) 
Also, for a = 1/4, we have 
K(xjL,«.. ,x^,y,a) = K( Xj^,.. . , x^ ,y ) and 
L(xj^, . . . . , x ^ , y , a ) = L(Xj^^,. . . , x ^ , y ) . (3 .2 .17) 
I f we take x^ - • • • • = x = 0 in above equations 
(3.2 .15) and ( 3 . 2 . 1 6 ) , then i t w i l l reduce to the r e s u l t s 
(3 .1 .19) and (3.1.20) r e s p e c t i v e l y and together with 
a = 1/4, the above equat ions gives' known rep resen ta t ions 
(3 .1 .8 ) and (3 .1 .9 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
For n = 2 , equations (3 .2 .15) and (3.2.16) reduce to our 
r e s u l t s (3 .2 .8) and (3 .2 .9 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 




where (v ) d e n o t e s v , , . . . . , v ^ . 
We t an w r i t e the i n t e g r a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of V o i g t f u n c t i o n s of 
(n+1) v a r i a b l e s i . e . , K( Xj^, . . . , x ^ , y ) and L( x^^,. . . , x ^ , y ) by 
p u t t i n g the s i m i l a r cond i t ionSon ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) i n s t e a d of ( 3 . 2 . 1 4 ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . ) 
3 . 3 GENERATING RELATION OF HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS IN TERMS 
OF VOIGT FUNCTIONS 
We begin w i th the r e s u l t of Exton [ l 5 ] given by the 
e q u a t i o n ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) v i z . , 
m / n 
eo oo . 
exp( s + t - x t / s ) = Z ^ * i ? "m* 1^1^~'^»'^^''^^* 
in=-o* n=in t . 
on replacing s,t and x by su, tu and xu respectively in 
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\x - au 
above equat ion , mul t ip lying both the s ides by u e Jy (yu) , 
in t eg ra t ing with respec t to ' u ' between the l i m i t s 0 and «. 
and using the i n t eg ra l t ransformation [13 ; P,30 (14)] , 
(3 .1.18) and ( 3 . 1 . 2 1 ) , we get 
( ^ , ^ V s - s > t ) 
^^'^ 2ira 2ra 
Vi-1/2 v+l /2 
2 (y/2V-a) 
lTv+1) 
( s / V a ) " ( t / V a ) " " ("n)^fl(tifv-Hmfn^r-H) 
m^ »«o ns^ 
^ 












(3 .3 .1 ) 
Using the lemma-1 [74<; P . 100 (2) ] , we have 
V (-X-, x t / s - s - t 
^»v 2Va aVa 
^ - 1 / 2 v+l /2 
2 (y/2fa) 
TTv+l) 
- r* ( s / V a ) " ( t / f a ) " ITu+v+m+n+lx 
r „ * mi ni '^ ^ 5^ ^ iD=—oo n ^ ^ « « 
* . 
1 t "^  
^^+v+m+n+l); m+1, V+1; ^ , ^ (3 .3 .2 ) 
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Re(y) > 0 , Re(a) > 0 , Re(^+v) > - 1 , 
Where l|l2 i s defined by the equat ion ( 1.2.11 ) 
In Particular, |« '^a = i /4» 
u -1 /2 v+1/2 m n 
ITv+1) m—oo n=m* "i " ' 
IjCli+v+m+n+l) ijjj j(li+v+m+n+l) ;m+l ,v+ l ; -4x t , -y ( 3 . 3 . 3 ) 
For ^ « -V = 1/2 and i^ = v « 1/2, ( 3 .3 .2 ) y i e lds 
the following r ep re sen t a t i on of Voigt funct ions K(X,Y) and 
L(X,Y) r e s p e c t i v e l y , v i z . 
*./ * - 1 / 2 -
2Va 2y"a in»-o(» n«qn ^^^^^^iiy^^^"ti(-"-"-^) 
^ . 
| (m+n+l) ;nr i - l , | ; = | ^ , 5 ^ (3.3.4) 
and 
2V"a 2Va V a^it m=»-« n=m "1 "'. ^ 
l|f, | ( iiH-n+2) ;iiH-l , | ; = | i , r j J , (3 .3 .5 ) 
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Now taking v s= y « 0 in ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) , using the r e l a t i o n 
(3 .2 .1) and r ep lac ing s/Va, t/Va and x/fa by s , t 
and X r e s p e c t i v e l y , we ge t 
fi(>^+l) iFi l / . . ^ i \ . 1. ( x t / s » s « t ) 
- ( x t / g - s - t ) r|(iA+2) j^F^ 1(^,^2); | ; ^ ^ V s > s . t ) 
m n 
™=„ n=»* ^ fi(l»+l«'+'') 1^ 1 m=-«» n^n Z £ j(n+l+m+n) ;nH-l;-xt (3 .3 .6 ) 
Re(^) > - 1 . 
Se t t ing s = t = x /2 , equation (3 .3 .6 ) reduces to 
m+n 
]|(ix+l) = r E , ^ ^ ^ T V - lic^^+i-^n^+n) • 
!!»*•••«• n^TO 
1^1 |(^+l+^H-n); m+1; - | - (3.3.7) 
Re(ji) > - 1 . 
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On replacing s,t and x in equation ( 2.2.4 ) 
2 2 2 
by su , t u and xu r e s p e c t i v e l y , m u l t i p l y i n g both the 
s i d e s by 
2 
\x - z u - a u 
u e Jy( y u ) , 
i n t e g r a t i n g w i t h r e s p e c t to u between t h e l i m i t s ze ro t o 
i n f i n i t y by us ing the s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of J-.(y) and 
e x p ( - z u ) , the i n t e g r a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n [12 ; P .337 ( 9 ) 3 , and 
the r e l a t i o n ( 3 . 1 . 2 1 )^we g e t 
7 ^ 
V ( — , - ) 
^*^ 2Y(a-s-t+xt/s) 2Y(a-s-t+xt/s) 
H-1/2 v+1/2 ^-4 m n 
2 ( y / 2 ) ( a - s - t + x t / s ) ^ "* « « s t 
I Z ^ 
(Tv+l) m«»-oo n=m mi nj 
• " ^ 
o P r r r -n,7y( > + r + 2 p ) ; 
« « ( 7 ^ 4 ) (>2) | | (> .^ r -F2p) 2 
p ^ r^ =0 PI r l ( v . . l ) ^ 3 ( X ^ r ^ 2 p ; 72 2^1 x / a 
m+1 ; 
(3.3.8) 
where \ = (ii+v+2m+2n+l), Re{ a) > 0 , Re( X ) > O and 
Re( a - s - t + x t / s ) > 0 . 
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Now separate the r - se r ies into i t s even and odd terms 
v.. „( ) , 
^ ' ^ 2V(a-s-t+xt/s) 2V(a-s-t+xt/s) ) 
H-1/2 v+1/2 
2 (y/2) (a-s- t+xt /s) 
(Tv+l) 
H m n 
oo oo S t 
S 2 ^ 
ni=-oo n^m mi ni 
r(|) (3) 5:;-:-n;-;-i 2 2 X V Z 
, a' 4a' 4a 
- : :-:m+l;v+l;^; 
:[i(A^l) p^ )^ 
(>^+l)/2 
^( X + l ) ; : - : - n ; - ; - ; 
•::-:m+l;v+l;^; 
2 2 
X V Z 
l i * 4a* 4a » ( 3 . 3 . 9 ) 
(3 ) 
where F denotes the Srivastava 's t r ip le series,Cf.( 1.3.15 )„ 
For n = -V = 1/2 and ^ » v = 1/2, equation (3.3.9) 
yields the representation of Voigt functions K(X,Y) and 
L(X,Y) in the form 
K( 
2V(a-s-t+xt/s) 2V(a-s-t+xt/s) ) = 
Y( a-s-t+xt/s) 
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z r , 
m n 
s t , 
lTm^n-fl/2) (3 ) 
,m+n+l/2 ^ 
nH-n+l/2: : - ; - n ; - ; - ; 
•" • • •" I nrt"! ^ T^^T^y 
2 2 X V z 
a'4aMa 
zjTm+n+1) ( 3 ) 
nH-n->-l 
m+n+1-: - " f • » 
1 3 
<nH- lv^ ;^ ; 
2 2 X y 2 _ 
a * 4 a * 4 a 
t . 
( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
and 
L( 
2 Y t a - s - t + x t / s ) 2 Y ( a - s - t + x t / s ) 
yV( a - s - t + x t / s ) oo ) = _ £ z 




ITnH-n+l) ( 3 ) 
.m+n+l 
n H - n + l : : - n ; * ; - ; 
, 3 1 
2 2 x y z 
a » 4 a ' ^ 
zITm+n+3/2 (3) 
^nH-n+3/2 ^ 
nrt-n+3/2:: - : - n ; - ; - ; 
3 3 
2 2 
x V z 
"a* 4a* 4a ( 3 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , where Re(a) > 0 and R e ( a - s - t + x t / s ) > 0 . 
I f we take v » y = 0 in equation ( 3 . 3 . 9 ) and use the 
equation ( 3 * 2 . 1 ) , we obtain 
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a-s- t ^ x t / s -(^*^l) /2 (1(^ ^+1) iFi ^( t i+ i ) ;^ ; 4(a-s- t+xt /s) 
fi(^+2) 
2V(a-s-t+xt/s) 1^1 
5(t i+2); | ; 
4( a - s - t + x t / s ) 
m n 
oe S t 
jB+n 
in=k.oo n^n m ( n I a 
| ( -hn+n) (|I^  
- J 
2 
^•*"^ 1 X z 
- z f(^2+„+n) 
*1 
1+2 3 X z i i ^ m + n , - n ; m + l , | ; | , f 5 ( 3 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
where ijlj^  i s a conf luent hypergeometrie funct ion of two 
v a r i a b l e s Cf.( 1 .2 .10 ) . 
When z • 0 in equation ( 3 . 3 . 1 2 ) , we g e t 
- ( ^ + l ) / 2 
/ a - s - t + x t / s \ ** w 




' .n , ii|i+nH-ni 
c/ x / a 
nH-1; 
( 3 . 3 . 1 3 ) 
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i + i Re(a) > 0 , R e ( i ^ ) > 0 and Re(a-s- . t+xt/s) > 0 
i + l Now s e t t i n g c = ^ ^ ^n^ using the d e f i n i t i o n of 
Jacobi polynomials P^ ^ Cf.( 1.4.21 ) , we a r r ive a t the 
known r e s u l t [56 ; P.242 ( 2 . 2 ) ] 
m n 
. a > s . t f x t / s r _ ~ " i ! l m + I L - L - L - p^^'^^ '^^argx^ ( 3 3 1 4 ) 
m=~a> n=m a vm"*-n;'. 
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CHAPTER-4 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR A GENERAL HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
OF FOUR VARIABLES-F^"*^ . 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
Pathan [5l] has introduced a general hypergeon»trie 
(^ ) 
function of four variables, denoted by F and analogously 
(n-Hl) , ^ 
it is extended to F of (n-H) variables by the same author, 
in his paper [53]. The properties, transformation series and 
(4) (n+1) 
integral representations of the functions F and F 
were represented in detail in research papers [51] [52] [53] 
and [34], to list up only a few of them. 
The first section of this chapter deals with the motiva-
(4) 
tion to define F . Its definition and reducible cases and 
P 
integral representation are given. In section 4.2 our main 
(4) 
generating functions for F which are part ly uni la teral and 
par t ly b i l a t e ra l are obtained with the help of two resu l t s of 
Exton [ 15 ] , Section 4.3 deals with special cases . Many resu l t s 
of Pathan and Yasmeen [56,58]and Goyal and Gupta [22] for Jacobi 
and generalized Rice polynomials, Appell 's , Kampede F e r i e t ' s , 
ss 
Lauricel las ' ^ Srivastava*s and Gauss functions are shown 
(4) 
as special cases. Taking into account the defini t ion of F 
and the main domain of applications by using various t rans-
formations of F on the l ines of Olsson [46,48,50J as remarked 
in section 4*1, the use of generating functions of section 4,2 
and 4.3 i s tremendous* 
Because of the theory sketched in 4.2 "and 4.3 and 
(4) 
because of the connections between F and classical polyno-
P 
mials and generalized hypergeometrie functions of one and more 
variables i t would be sufficient to consider multidimensional 
(n+1) (4) 
cases F of F_ only. In section 4.4, we further 
P P 
generalize r e su l t s of section 4.2 to n+1 var iables . Finally, 
we mention in section 4.5 some special cases which involve 
Laur ice l la ' s functions F» and F^ ^ of n variables in 
generating relat ions* 
(4) 
4.1 DEFINITION OF F„ AND ITS REDUCIBLE CASES 
P 
Appell 's hypergeometric double series [ 4] is a genera-
l i za t ion of the ordinary hypergeometric function g^i * 
89 
Perhaps the s e r i e s Fg i s the one tha t has a t t r a c t e d most ^ 
i n t e r e s t by p h y s i c i s t s . (See P.O.M. Olsson 's work [ 4 6 ] , [ 4 8 ] , 
[ 50^). In more genera l app l i ca t ions than those mentioned in 
Olsson ' s work, the behaviour and generat ing r e l a t i o n s of the 
function over wider ranges wi l l be needed. In order to achieve 
t h i s a function F was defined by Pathan [ 51] . For d e t a i l s 
we r e f e r [ 5 1 ] , [52] and [ 5 3 ] . Pathan uses the genera l i za t ion 
of the r e s u l t [ 5 0 ; P.1285] 
. oo - r a-1 
F2(a ,b j ,b2 ,c^ ,C2;x ,y ) = = " / e r j^Fj^(bj^,Cj^,Xj,r) 
j^Fj^(b2,C2; X2r)dr (4 .1 .1 ) 
( 4 ) 
to define F • I t i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d t h a t , when the i n t e g r a l 
e x i s t s then equat ion (4 .1 .1) can be obtained by expanding the 
o. (b)„ x"™ 
confluent funct ions , F , ( b , c , x ) « E " and 
^ ^ n o ( c ) ^ U 
by i n t eg ra t i ng term by term. By subs t i t u t i ng r — » sr and 
xs ——» x we see t h a t the F2 function i s the Laplace transfrom 
of a product of two confluent hypergeometric func t ions . 
Next t r e a t i n g the i n t e g r a l 
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/ « "" ^ ^ ^ICm^P^^ ^l^ iF^(b.,c.;x^r)dr 
(4) 
in the same formal way, we obtain the quadruple F . Here 
Wu Jx) is a Whiltaker function [ 2 ] . 
K ^  in 
After this preliminary discussion we proceed to the 
(4) 
definition of F_ . 
A general hypergeometrie function of four variables-
(4) 
F [5l;(1.2), P.172] is defined by 
(4) a::b5-;-;-:d;e;f;g; 
I I I 
CS I—J"***"?"* ^  5® »* » — » 
u,x,y,z 
= 2 — ! 1 5 , (4.1.2) 
m,n,p.q=0 (c)^^n+p^q (d ) ^ (e ) ^ (f ) ^ m\ m P) q| 
where^ as u s u a l , (a)y^ -
jTa-fn) 
ITa) 
The following reducible cases of (4.1.2) are obvious: 
(4) 
I , For u >0, F reduces to a special form of Srivastava's 
t r ip le ser ies F [ 69;p.428] 
9J 
(3 ) a::b;-;-;e;f;g; 
• • f » • *= » i » f 
x , y , z 
(4) 
I I . For y,2 >0 , F reduces to Kampe de F e r i e t ' s 
function [4 ; P.150] 
(2 ) a>b:d;e ; 
I t 
c:d ;e ; 
u»x 
in the contracted nota t ion of Burchnall and Chaundy [7;P.112] 
(4) 
I I I . For 2 >0 and b = c, F reduces to L a u r i c e i l a ' s 
function F. [37; P.113] of th ree v a r i a b l e s . 
We r e c a l l the i n t e g r a l s [ l3 ;P.216 (16)] 
00 - p t v - 1 
/ e t W. ^ ( p t ) d t 




^i+v + l / 2 , n - k + l / 2 ; 
v-k+1; 
P-B/2 
P W 2 
(4 .1 .3) 
Re(v4ji) > - 1 / 2 , Re(p + p/2) > 0 
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and [52 ; P.372 ( 2 . 1 ) ] 
oo X-1 ( z+p/2) t 
m. nu ^+1/2 
(Ti-k+1/2) (a) a-*ji 
( 4 . 1 . 4 ) 
(3) 34^1:: a-n;-;-;-:mj^-kj^;m2-lC2»^'-'^+l/2; 
a-k+ ^ : : - ; - ; - ; - :2mj_;2ni2; ; 
0 ' o ' a 
where a = j +A+mj^-Hn2; Re(a-4i) > 0 , Re(2z+p+p+x+y)> 0 , 
o « z + i (a4p+x-fy) and 
Wit taker ' s f u n c t i o n s [ 2 ; P .317] 
Mk,m<^> - ^ 
nH-l/2 ^ 
e 1^1(5 + "^ J^ f 2m4-l;x) 
1 r 
m+1/2 - i x « (^nHk)j. X 
c e ^ Z 
r=0 (2m+l)^ rl 
and 




( 4 , 1 . 5 ) 
( 4 . 1 . 6 ) 
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(4) 
An in teg ra l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of F for the product of 
Wittaker functions W. (x) and M,. _(x) e s t ab l i shed by 
Pathan [ 5 1 ; P .172(1 .3) ] i s 
oo ^ - 1 - (z+ip) t 
/ t e 2 Wk,^,(pt) ^ ^ ^ \ , m , . l / 2 ( '^i*)^* 
m, nu m, ^l+l/2 






a+vi:: a - j i ; - ; - ; - : \Si^V.^^vci,^^<t'ei^)ii^\)^-')^-¥ j ; 
^ J^ j ^ 2=e 
a-k+ ^ : : - ; - ; - ; - : 210^ ;^ 2m25 2m3; - ; a »<y »0 * o 
(4 .1 .7) 
where a = 5 + A-j-nij^ -fmg+nig, X « ''i'*'^'^^3» Re(a"Hi) > 0 , 
Re(z+p+ ^ X) > 0 and o « z+p + ^ X. 
Note t h a t the second order d i f f e r e n t i a l equation associa-
1-c 
ted with the function , F , ( b ; c ; z ) also has the so lu t ion z 
. F , ( b - c + l ; 2 -c ; z ) . I f one or a l l of the functions in the 
integrand in ( 4 . 1 . 7) i s replaced by t h i s so lu t ion , we obtain 
a number of s e t s of l i n e a r l y independent so lu t ions in terms of 
^^ 
(4) 
F_ . Moreover, Kuniniar's r e s u l t P 
z j^Fj^(b;c;z) = e j^F^( c-b;c ; -2) 
has shown tha t the function j^F. allows a transformation 
which, applied to the function in (4 .1 .7) gives a number of 
t ransformations of Fg given by Appell[ 3 ] and [48 ; P.240] 




4.2 GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR F 
P 
(4) 
ct ion of F 
the r e s u l t ( 2 . 2 .4 ) of Exton 
To obtain a generat ing fun    , we begin with 
m n 
oo oo S t 
exp(s+t - z t / s ) = Z E ^^  j,Fj^(-n,m+l;z) 
ro=—CO n^^ro nn n i 
• ff 
and expansion [98; ( 2 . 4 ) , P.174] 
m+n 
r r « oo (-n) (z /2) 
z = 2 E 1 ^ £ , F , ( - n , m + l ; z ) , (4 .2 .1 ) 
m=*-<» n=m mi nj 
where r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
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On replacing s,t and z by su, tu and zu 
respectively in ( 2.2.4 ) , multiplying both the sides by 
-pu/2 A-1 
i n t e g r a t i n g with r e spec t to u between the l i m i t s zero to 
i n f i n i t y with the help of the r e s u l t s ( 4 , 1 . 2 ) , (4 .1 .3) and 
( 4 . 1 . 4 ) , we ge t 
( 
o - s - t + z t / s 
A-n* (3) 
) F 
A+^i::A-vi5-»-*n»j^-k^»nj2-k2;^-k + 5 ; 
A-k + ^ t : - ; - ; - : 2mj^ ; 2m2; ; 
a - s - t + z t / s - p 
cy-s - t - z t / s a - s - t + z t / s a - s - t + z t / s 
eo 00 
- s z 
^^"^K^n ^A-^ ^>m^n 
m=-oo n=m (A-k + 2^nri-n ™' '^' 
m n 
is/a) it/a) . 
» • 
(4 ) A+vi-Hn+n::A-vi-Hn+n;-;-;-:m,-kj^;m2-l^;-n;^A-k + i ; 
A-k + ^ m + n : : - ; - ; - ; - : 2mj^ ; 2ro2» m+1;—; 
iS I £ 2zg. 
<y'(y'(y» a 
(4.2.2) 
where A « ^ + A - » - m j ^ + m^, 2o = x+y+p+p, 
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Re(A+ti) > 0 and Re(p4p+x+y) > 0 . 
(3) 
and F denotes the Sr ivastavc*s t r i p l e hypergeometrie 
s e r i e s Cf . (1 .3 .15)-
With the su i t ab le adjustment in parameters and 
v a r i a b l e s , equation (4 ,2 .2 ) has the form 
, - a (3) ( 1 - s - t + z t / s ) F 
a::b;-;-:dj^;d2;d; 
1-s-t+zt/s * 
ft ^ • 
V l-s-t-t-zt/s-6 
1 - s - t + z t / s » 1-s- t+zt / s 
m n 
" * ( a ) „ , „ ( b ) „ , „ s t 
„ _ m+n m+n 
in=-oo n=^ Cc)„,^ mi n\ 
m+n • 
(4 ) 
a+m+n:ib+m+n;-;- ;- :d^;d2;-n;d; 
c + m + n : : - ; - ; - ; - : e^;e2;m+l;-» 
x , y , z , l - ? (4 .2 .3 ) 
On using the expansion (4 .2 .1 ) in place of r e s u l t 
( 2 .2 .4 ) and adjus t ing the parameters and v a r i a b l e s , we 
(4) 
ge t the following expansion of F : 
^^^r^'^^r ^ (3) 
F 
a + r : : b + r ; - ; - : d. ; d 2 ; d ; 
x,y,i-P 
= 2 E 
in=-»oo n=in 
(2/2) m+n 
f o r r *= 0 , 1 , 2 , 
For r = 0 , ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) r e d u c e s to the expansion 
(3 ) a : : b ; - ; - : d ^ ; d 2 ; d ; 
x , y , l - p 
= E 
00 ' m+n m+n 
Z ^ 
" • ^ *^^ >m+n "*.' "i 
(z/2) m+n 
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(4 ) a+m+n: :b+m+n}- ; - ; - :d . ; d 2 ; - n ; d ; 
c+m+n: : - ; - ; - ; - : e j ^ ; e 2 , n H - l } - ; 
x , y , z , l - p ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) 
(4 ) a+m+n:: b + m + n ; - ; - ; - : d ^ ; d 2 ; - n ; d ; 
c+m+n: : - ; - ; - ; - : e j ^ ; e 2 ; m + l ; - ; 
x , y , z , l - p (4.2.5) 
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which can a l s o be ob t a ined from ( 4 . 2 , 2 ) by s e t t i n g s = t = z /2 , 
4 . 3 SPECIAL CASES 
V/hen X —•>0 in ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) , we g e t a g e n e r a t i n g func t ion 
(3) 
of t r i p l e hypergeomet r i c s e r i e s - F in the form 
, - a (2) 
( 1 - s - t + z t / s ) F 
a:b,d2$ci; 
V l - s - t - f z t / s - B 
1 - s - t + z t / s ' i - s - t + z t / s 
= s z » — 
m -^oo n=m (c ) 
^ ^ ' m+n ^ ' m+n m n 
s t 
m+n ml ni 
( 4 . 3 . 1 ) 
. F 
(3 ) 
a+m+n::b+m+n;-;-: d 2 » - n ; d ; 
c + m + n : : - ; - ; - : e 2 » i n + l ; - ; 
y»z»i-P 
and the e x p a n s i o n ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) r e d u c e s to 
( a ) ( b ) _ 2 (2) 
i _ F 
a+rt b+r, d^; d; 
c+r : e o * - * 
y, ( i - P ) 
r oo 
= 2 2 E • 
( - n ) ^ (a )„ , .« ( b ) „ . ^ m+n 
rcTZTJ TO) nT 





y,z, (1-P) (4.3.2) 
for r = 0,1,2, 
On taking r = 0 in (4.3.2) or s = t = 2/2 in (4.3.1), 
(3) 
we get an expansion of F in its simplest form 
(2) 








(3) a+m+n:: b+m+n;-;-: d2;-n;d; 
c+m+n::-;-;-:eg^m+l}-; 
y z, (1-p) (4,3.3) 
If we take (1-p) >0 in (4.3.2), we get 









(2 ) a+m+n, b+m+n: d 2 ; - n ; 
c+nj+n teg^nH-l; 
y»z (4 .3 .4 ) 
lOD 
For y >0, (4,3.4) reduces to the result 
m+n 
(-)r(b)r r r « . (-">r ^-)m^n (^ >m^ n ^ ^/2) 
z = 2 Z £ ^^ 
(m,a-l) 
H^ (b+nH-n, c+m+n;z) (4.3.5) 
In particular, for b = c, (4.3,5) gives a known result 
[56;(2.5) P. 242] 
r 
m+n 
2 CO « ^-")r ^^>m+n ^^/2) ^^^^^^ 
2 « _ 2 2 ^ p (l-2r), 
(a)- ni=-«» n=m (m+n)i 
r 4 
(4.3.6) 
for r =0,1,2, , Re(a) > 0 and z > 0. 
(4.3.5) and (4.3,6) follow from the definition of generalized 
Rice polynomials ( 1.4.23 ) and ( 1.4.24 ), where 
p (x) denotes the Jacobi polynomial Cf.( 1.4.9 ). 
It is celar that equation (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) reduce to 
the expansion [22;(2.6). ] and [56;(2.3), P.242] respec-
tively, for r ~ 0. 
lOi 
Yet another insaediate consequence of (4 ,2 .4) for 
(1-p) >0 and b = c i s the r e s u l t : 
r r « CO ^-">r^^^m-Kn^2) 
( a ) ^ z F2[a+r ,d^ ,d2 ;e^ ,e2 jx ,y] - 2 E T ^^  
in=-«> n=ni lai nj 
F^ [a-»-m+n,dj^,d2,-n;e^,e2>m+l;x,y,zJ, (4 .3 .7 ) 
Where F2 and F. are Appe l l ' s function Cf.( 1.2.2 ) 
and L a u r i c e l l a ' s function Cf.( 1«3.1 ) of three varic-oles 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Indeed, for x = 0 and r = 0 , (4 .3 .7) reduces 
to a known r e s u l t [58 ; ( 3 . 3 ) , P . 1 7 5 ] . 
4 .4 FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS 
We sha l l now genera l ize these r e l a t i o n s of sect ion 4.2 
and obta in a generat ing function for general hypergeometrie 
(n+1) 
function of (n+1) va r i ab l e s F [ 5 3 ; ( 1 ) , P . 5 l ] . We 
r e c a l l 
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(n+l) a:b;d^t ,Vd; 
• 1 » *^n'^i 
( a , r+s ,4 - . . . .+s„) ( b , s . + . . .»+s„) 
n n' 
Sj^f • • '»S^fT=0 
r t 
n *! ''n r 
[ Ti (cl^,s^)](d,r)(z^ ) , , (z^) , (z ) (4 .4 .1) 
where |z j < 1, Iz^j < 1, l e j l , n | ; (a ,n) = a+n 
and by ana ly t i c cont inua t ion , none of the cfuantitic 
, c , , ,e are zero or a negative i n t e g e r , and the i n t eg ra l c,e 
[53;P.52 (5 ) ] 
« A-i - ( z + p / 2 ) t 
/ t e ""kj^^^ i ! i ^ 'k i ,m, - l /2 ('^i^)^* 
H+1/2 
(TA-HI) (lAni) P n m. 
jTA-k+1/2) (a) A+ti i= l ^ 
. F. 
(n+i) J. n "^  
A - k + l / 2 : : - : 2 m , ; . . . ; 2m ; — - ; 
(4.4.2) 
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, n , n 
where A = ^ + A + z m. , O = 2 + T ? (p+§+ I Jc J , Re(A"Hi) > 0, 
n Re(2z+plS+ z Xjf) > 0 and 
i=l ^ 
Wittaker funct ions M. ^( x) and W. f x) are given by 
(4 .1 ,4 ) and (4 ,1 .5 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
On replac ing s , t and z by su, tu and ru 
r e s p e c t i v e l y in ( 2 .2 .4 ) multiplying both s ides by 
A-1 - p / 2 , u n 
i n t e g r a t i n g w . r . t . *u' between the l i m i t 0 to <• in -the 
s imi l a r manner with the help of the r e s u l t s ( 4 , 1 , 2 ) , (4.1»4) 




o - s - t + z t / s 
A+vi::A-vi:mj^-kj^,... . ,n^-k^;H-k+l /2 ; 
A-k+ ^::-:2cij^, 
. . . . y 2m„; 
^1 n g-S't-t-zt/s-B 
<J-S-t+Zt/S *****'0-S-t+Zt/S » (5-s-t+Zt/S 
m* n«»m (A-k+ r?),^^ mt ni ^ m+n » 
m n 
is/a) ( t / a ) . 
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(n+2) 
A-k+ 4+nH-n::-:cH-lf2m|, » ^ n ' """ » 
2 '^ l 
a* T* Cf • c* (4 .4 .3 ) 
_ 1 n n where /i sa -^ + ^+ i m . , 2a « p+§+ E x. 
-^  i ^ i = l ^ 
n 
Re(A+ti) > 0 and Re(p+B+ Z x . ) > 0 . 
In s h o r t , we can wri te with the help of the s u i t a b l t 
adjustment in paremeters and v a r i a b l e s in the form 
- a (n+1) 
( 1 - s - t + z t / s ) F 
a : ; b : d . , 
C * * * * * © * f 
• • f d ^ ^ d ; 
1-s-t+zt/s' 
l -S~t-4-2t/s~p 
• l -S-t-rZt/S ' 1 -S- t+Zt / s 
^ ^^m+n ^'''m+n m n 
= Z 
in=* 
""^ <=)m+n "^ i "-' 
S t . (4,4.4) 
(n+2) a+BH-n:: b+nn-n; -n;d . ; . . « » . 9 
z»x. 
c+m+n: : - :nH-l;e , ; •»©«;-» 
i ' n 
»>fn» 1-P 
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On using the expansion ( 4 , 2 . 1 ) in place of the r e s u l t 
( 2 . 2 . 4 ) , we have found a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the expansion 
( 4 . 2 . 4 ) as f o l l o w s 
( a ) ^ ( b ) . r 
i E z p 
(n+1) 
P 
a+r:: b+r: d, ; .d„.ci; 
x^ > . . * • » x^ f1—p 
c+r::-:ej^; • • . • • . ; e ;>; 
r 
2 Z 
(--XI) ( a ) ( b) 
^ ' r ^ ' nH-n ^ ' m+n 
ma-oo n=jn ( c ) (z/2) 
HH-n ( 4 . 4 . 5 ) 
m+n 
mi ni 
(n+2) a+m+n:: b+nH-n:-n;d. ; . . . . ;d td ; 
C4-DH-n : : :nH-l;ej^; . . . . ; e ^ ; - ; 
2 , x ^ 5 . . . . , x ^ , l - p 
for r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
For r »= 0 , ( 4 . 4 . 5 ) reduces to the expansion 
(n+1) a::b:d, ; . . . . yd^td; x n 
X^, • • • • , X j ^ , ( 1 - P ) 
^«^m+n (*»>m+n 
in»»eo n^ OQ ( c ) itt+n 
(z/2) m+n 
(n+2) a+m+n::b+m+n:-n;d^;.• . . ;d sd; 
c+m+n: s———:nH-l;e, ; • • • ;©-»-» 
(4.4.6) 
ZfX^ » • • • • » x ^ , ( 1 -p) 
lOS 
which can follows from (4,4.4) by putting s = t = z/2. 
4«5 SPECIAL CASES 
On setting ™i "= Yj^  " i/2, k^  « 0 = k, A =* j + a, 
p = 1, 20 « 1 -f X and s - t = z/2 in (4,4.3), where 
ie[l,....,n7 , a «A+ Z 7^ -^ /2 and X « x,+ 
.+x^ . 
With the e substitutions, (4,4,3) can be written in the form 
(n+1) 
a+vi+1/2:: a-n+l/2: Tj^-l/2;....; , Yjj-l/2;ii+l/2 
^ \ ^ \ X-1 
T«5'• • »I+x»I+x 
a+l : •:2Yj^-l; » 2 Y j^-1} - ; 
- S r ^^  ^^ (2/2) . 
JQSKOO n ^ ^ 1+X m+n 
(«'»-l>nH-n ^ ^ ^ "^1 "^ i 
(n+2) 
'a4ti+«'H-n+l/2; :a-n4in+n+l/2:-.n; *f j ^ - l / 2 ; . . . . ; Y n - l / 2 ; n + l / 2 j 
a+BH-n+l::* •:m+l; 2 V^-1; ; 2 Y^-1; 
22 ^ 1 ^ Q^ )(«1 
1+x ' T+)r»****' i+x ' T+x C^'5-0 
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Using a t ransformation [53 ;(7) P . 5 3 ] , (4.5»1) reduces to 
I ^ [f+i (i«) a-»^+l/2 (n) 
^""^^^ ( i ( a4vt+3/2) f i( ani+3/2) 
5(o-^•fJ),5(a+^•f^), Yi»**«»Yn» 
2 2 
^2^ > • • • • » Xyj 
= E 
0 0 («^*l/2)^„(a^+l/2)„^„ 
( 2 / 2 ) m+n 
ml ni 
* ft 
(n+2) a-»v+m+n-«-l/2::X-^+m+n+l/2:-n; Y I - 1 / 2 ; « . . . ; y - l / 2 ; ^ + l / 2 ; 
a+m+n+l::————: m+l;2 Y , - 1 ; 




' 1+X' 1+X 
( . 4 .5 .2 ) 
For \x = - 1 / 2 , (4 .5 ,2 ) reduces to the r e s u l t 
(n) a a+1 v" . j» " T " ' ^1» » ^«? ''i 
2 
' 'Si 
( - ) n ^ n <-> 
m+n 
= E 
m»-o9 n=sn mi n i ( l+X) a+m+n 
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(n+l) 
a-Hn+n, - n , Y J ^ - 1 / 2 , . . . . , Y ^ - 1 / 2 ; 2 Y J ^ - 1 ; » « » » 2 Yj^-l»in+l; 
2z 2x , 2x^ 
' 1+x (4 .5 .3 ) 
while the case p, = - 1 / 2 , (4 .5 .1 ) y ie lds the r e s u l t 
(n) 2x, 2x 
a , Y j^ -1 /2 , . . . , Y„-l/2v2 Y I - 1 , . . - , 2 Y ^ - I ; 1+^'•••»j:;:§ 
nj^o» n=ia 
(« )» .n <^/2) m+n 
m I n{ ( - 5 - ; 
HH-n 
(n+l) 
a+m+n,-n, Yj^-l/2, Yyj-l/2;nH-l,2 YjL- l f»»»2 Yn"!; 
2z 2Xj^  2-n 
' 1+X C4'H'4) 
(n) (n) 
n -va r i ab i e s [74i P . 6 0 ] . 
where F^ and FQ denote the Lau r i ce l l a funct ions of 
After the simple change in parameters and va r i ab l e s , 




CO <o )^m+n ^^/2) ( „ ^ i ) 
n 
Re(a) > 0 and Z | x J < 1 . 
i=l ^ 
When (1-p) >0 and b « c in ( 4 . 4 , 5 ) , we get an 
(n+1) (n) 
expansion of F. in terms of F. 
r (n)^ 
( a )y z F^ [ a + r , d ^ , . . . . , d ^ ; e ^ , . . . , e ^ ; X j L , . » . . , x ^ ] 
r oo » vn^p ^^'ro+n m+n 
nis*-oo n=m • 
(n+l) 
F^ [a+m+n,«n,d^,.... ,d^;m+l,e^;».,.,e^;.... ,e^;2,Xj^,..».,x^], 
for r = qir2, • • • • • 
For r ~ 0, equation (4*5.6) gives a siniisr result of the 
type (4 .5 .5) . 
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which can also be obtained from (4 .4 .4) by pu t t ing 
s a t = z / 2 , b = c and p = 1 . 
We can obta in the r e s u l t (4 .5 .3) from the equation (4 .5 .4 ) 
with the help of transformation [53; P . 5 4 ( 9 ) ] . 
I l l 
CHAPTER 5 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE GENERALIZED HORN'S 
FUNCTION- ^''^H^"^ 
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
The app l ica t ions of Appe l l ' s hypergeometrie functions 
^2 and F^ of two va r i ab l e s [ 3 3 are as tonishing in t h e i r 
pervasiveness and sometime in t h e i r unexpectedness, L a u r i c e l l a 
functions F. and F« provide gene ra l i za t ions of these two 
func t ions . A general ized HOTTVI'S function ^J^^Hi"' of Exton [14] 
i s a funct ion which not only genera l i zes Horn's functions H^, 
p 
H4[34] but a lso F . , F^,, ^2* F^ , Xg [17] and g^i • For a large 
c l a s s of such reduct ion case , we r e f e r [ 2 3 ] , [ 3 1 ] , [ 3 4 ] , [ 3 5 ] , [ 5 4 ] 
and [ 5 5 ] . 
This chapter deals with a technique of i n t eg ra l opera tors 
(k) (n) 
for obtaining generat ing funct ions of H. which are p a r t l y 
u n i l a t e r a l and p a r t l y b i l a t e r a l . Many known r e s u l t s of Pathan 
and Yasmeen [ 5 6 ] , [ 5 7 ] , [53] are shown as specia l cases of these 
r e s u l t s * Sect ion 5.1 deals with the d e f i n i t i o n and spec ia l cases 
(k ) (n ) 
of H^ and i t s in tegra l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n . Section 5.2 contains 
(k ) (n+ l ) 
our main generat ing functions of H^ which are p a r t l y 
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u n i l a t e r a l and p a r t l y b i l a t e r a l * 
F i n a l l y , we mention a few spec ia l c a s e s of i n t e r e s t in 
s e c t i o n 5.3» The formulas presented permit r e s u l t i n g equations 
involv ing various hypergeometric funct ions of two and more v a r i a -
b l e s l i k e X g E l T ] , K ^ Q [ 1 4 ] , F £ [ 1 4 ] , Hgt 25] . F^[37] 
and Fj,[ 3)T ] . 
(k) (n) 
5 . 1 DEFINITION OF H^ AND ITS REDUCIBLE CASES 
(k) (n) 
A genera l i s ed Horn* s f u n c t i o n - H^ was introduced by 
Exton [ 1 4 ; P.97 ( 3 . 5 , 2 ) ] in the form of m u l t i p l e s e r i e s 
{^) (n) 
^' ^ k+1 »••*••»'^n'^l ******'^n'^^l'*****''^n 
ni^»«»»njjj=0 (cj|^,m^) . . . . ( c^ym^) im^^ In^ 
m^  % 
Xj^ , ,x^ ( 5 . 1 . 1 ) 
where, as usual, (a,m) = (a)^ = '' ^  "^ ' and for convergence 
"^  ITa) 
of multiple power series, we have the following Cartesian 
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equations 
4T^ = (r2+..*+rj^-l) ; | x j | < r j ^ , . w , j x ^ | < r ^ . 
where pos i t i ve q u a n t i t i e s r , , . . . . , r are associa ted r a d i i 
of convergence. 
Subsequently, Exton obtained a Laplace i n t eg ra l repre-
senta t ion [14 ; P.104 ( 3 . 5 . 4 . ^ ) ] 
(K) (n) 
^*^ifMl » • • • • » ^ r » » ^ 1 » * * * * » ^ n » ' ^ l » • • ' • » ' * 
'k+1' 'n'n n ' ' ^ l ' n 
1 /. • 
ITa) 0 
a-1 -u 
e o ^ l ^ " » ^ l ' ' ' l " ^ •O^l^-'^n'^^k" ) • 
l^ l^ ^^ k+r^ k+r'^ k+l "^  i W V ^ n ">^ ^ ^ •^^ •2) 
The following reducible cases of (5 .1 ,1) are obvious: 
(1) (1) a a+1. I . H^ ( a ; c ;x ) = 2 ^ 1 ( 1 * ^ * c ; 4x ) , (5 .1 .3) 
where ^ , i s a Gauss func t ion . 
(1) (2) 
I I . H^ (a,b;Cj^,C2;x,y) = H (^ a,b;CjL,C2;x,y) (5 .1 .4) 
1 1 4 
(1) (3) 
I I I . H, a , b , d ; C j ^ , C 2 , C 3 ; x , y , z = H^  
(p) 
a , b , d ; C j ^ , C 2 , C 3 ; x , y , z 
(5.1.»5) 
(p) 
where H4 Cf.( 1.2.7 ) and H4 [34; P.85 (1 .1 ) ] are 




a ; c . f c ^ f x » y = F | » • ^ ; Cj^ » c^i 4x, 4y , ( 5 . 1 . 6 ) 
where F . denotes Appell*s funct ion Cf.( 1.2.4 )» 
(0) (n) 
V. HA a , b . , . . . . , b ^ ; c . , . . . f c^\ x^» « • . . t x. 
n 
(n) 
Fy^  t a , b j ^ , . . f b ^ ; c ^ f » « » C n ; x ^ f » * » X j j ] ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) 
(•k) (k ) 
V X . H4 L3*Cj^» • • • • f C j ^ y x « , . . • .fXj^J 
( k ) 
a s+1 
(n) (n) 
A^ ^'^^ ^C 
Cf.( 1 .3 .1 ) and ( 1.3.3 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
(5 .1 .8) 
where F . and F^ are L a u r i c e l l a funct ions of n -var iab les 
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(k) (n) 
5.2 GENERATING RELATIONS FOR H, 
We begin with the modified r e s u l t of Exton [15] j 
Cf.( 2 .2 .4 ) and ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) . On replacing s , t and z by 
su, tu and zu r e s p e c t i v e l y , in ecfuation ( 2 . 2 .4 ) of 
Chapter 2 , mul t ip ly ing both the s ides by 
a-1 -pu 2 2 
Q*iv-»v.l.*i« ' • • • o ' l ^ - ' " k ' " k " ' l ' l^"k+l»"k+l»^k+l ' u e ^ F , ( - ; C | ; x , u ) . . . ^ F , ( - ; c ^ ; x . u ) . F , ( b. ., ; c . , , ;x^_^.u) 
in t eg ra t ing the mul t ip le s e r i e s with r e spec t to 'u* between 
the l i m i t s 0 and « and using the r e s u l t (5•1 ,2) and def in i -
t i on ( 5 . 1 , 1 ) , we get 
/P-S-t+Zt/sN 
^ P ' 
- a (k) (n) 
^ ' * ' k + l ' - - - ' ^ n ' ^ l ' - - - ' ^ n ' ( p - s - t i z t / s 
^k+1 
, . » . -
n 
( p - s - t + z t / s ) ( p - s - t + z t / s ) ( p - s - t + z t / s ) 
m n 
eo oe 
m=^oo n=m m i ni p 
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(k) (n+l) ^1 '^ k ^k+1 
n z 
• • • • • p t p (5 .2 .1) 
For p = 1, (5 .2 .1 ) reduces to the re su l t 
- a 
(1 - s - t+z t / s ) 
(k) (n) 
afJ^i^j-w • • • » ^ „ » c , , . . . , c _ ; 
'k+1 " i '^^ 1 - s - t + z t / s ) 2 
"1 
'k+1 n 
( 1 - s - t + z t / s ) ( 1 - s - t + z t / s ) 1 - s - t + z t / s 
( a ) 
m+n 
m n 
s t (k) (n+l ) 
mi n I 
a+m+n; bj^ ^^ ,^ •»b^, -n; 
C j ^ , . . . , c ^ , m + 1 ; X j ^ , •• •,x^fZ (5 .2 .2 ) 
Similarly, using the resu l t ( 4 .2 .1 ) in place of 
( 2,2,A ) and proceeding on the similar l i n e s , we get the 
(k) (n+l) (k) (n) 
following expansion of H , in terms of H ^ 
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(k ) ( n ) 
H. 
1 \^ \ 1 •X 
( 2 p ) oo eo (->)r < '^m«, t^ /2> 
nH-n 
( a ) z^ ro=-«. n:^ n mi n i p"*^ "^  
( 5 . 2 . 3 ) 
(k) (n+1) 
H 4 a+m+n, b j ^ ^ ^ , . . . , b^ , - n ; c^ ,^ 
'^ l '^ k '^ n ^ 
P p^ ^ ^ 
for r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
For s = t « z / 2 , ( 5 . 2 . 1 ) reduces to expansion 
(k) (n) 
^k ''k+l n 
^'''k+l»**'»*^n»^l»***»'^n'"l?**'*»T»~^—'•••»p~ 
Z Z M. — ^ — — 





X, . X, 1 k k+1 
a+m+n, bj^^^,...,b^,'rn;Cj^, • • • , c ^ , m + l ; - 2 , . . . , - 5 , — — , 
n z 
T ' P 
( 5 . 2 , 4 ) 
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which can a lso be obtained from ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) by taking r = 0 . 
5 . 3 SPECIAL CASES 
S e t t i n g k »= 0 and using a r e l a t i o n ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) , equations 
( 5 . 2 . 1 ) and ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) reduce to 
p-s^t+zt / sx p^"^ 
^'^1 ^ n ' ' ' l ' - - - ' V ( p - s - t + z t / ' s ) » - - - ' 
n p - s - t + z t / s 
(a) , 
eo «• ' - m+n 
Z E * 






X . X 
,h^, . . . , b ^ , - n ; c j ^ , •• •»c^ ,m+l ;—- , . . . ,—- , — , ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) 
Re(a) > 0 , |x3^|+. . .+|Xjj | < 1 , R e ( p - s - t + z t / s ) > 0 
and 
a , b ^ , . . . , b ^ ; c ^ , . . . , c ^ ; ^ , . . . , j a 
(2p) ( - n ) ^ (a) m+n 
m n 
s t 
E E (a) z^ m=-.oo n=in mf ni p°*^" 
( 5 . 3 . 2 ) 
1 1 9 
(n+ l ) 
a+nH-n,bj^, • . . , b ^ , - n ; C j ^ , . . .,c^,rTH-l;—•, 
'P ' P 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
S e t t i n g n = k and using a r e s u l t ( 5 . 1 . 8 ) , eopjations 
( 5 . 2 . 1 ) and ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) reduce to 
/ " ^ ( k^  
( P - S - t f Z t / S ) p^ ^^  a a+1 _ 
4x, 
f C i , » ' (p-s-t+zt/s) 
4x. 
"^t • • • » 
( p - s - t + z t / s ) 
ro n 
= r in="oo n^n nn n 1 p 
(5 .3 .3 ) 
(k) (k+1) 
H. '^l '^ k z a + m + n , - n ; c . , . . . ,C j^ ,m+l ;—j , . . . ,—^, — 
P P ^ 
and 
(k ) a+r a+r+1,„ 4x^ 4xj^ 




( a ) , z - — n - nil nt p m+n 
(k) (k+1) 
"4 
^1 '^ k z 




For s =. t = z/2 and p = 1, (5.3.3) yields the result 
(k) 
a a+1 J, A 
= Z 
in=-oo ns^ n mt ni 
m+n 
(k) (k+1) 
"4 a+m+n »—n«C2f •• • »Cj^»m+l$x^»• • • »Xu» z (5.3.5) 
which may also be obtained from (5.3.4) by putting r * 0, p = 1. 




/ P " S - t - * - 2 t / S \ _. J. 




mi n=in (m+n) \ p m+n n 
P- i^)f (5 .3 .6 ) 
Re (p - s - t+z t / s ) > 0 , Re(a) > 0 , Re(p) > 0 
(a»p) 
where P denotes the Jacobi-polynomial [ 61 ; P . 2 5 4 ] . 
For k = 1^2, (5 .3 .3) y i e l d s the following r e l a t i o n s 
/ D - S - t - f Z t / S j " ^ p 
2 U | , • ^ ; c ; 
4x 
( p - s - t + z t / s ) ' 
m n 
n^^ m t nt p 
H.Ca+nH-np-njcm+lA, ^] 
P ^ 
(5 .3 .7) 
and 
- a 
/ l>"S~t - t -2 t / s \ p 
^ p ^ *"4 
4x, 4x. 
a a+1. 
!?»"J"' 1» ^^p^s-t+zt/s)^' ( p - s - t + z t / s ) ^ 
m n 
(a)„^^ s t 
<» ' " ' m+n 
in=-oo n^n mini p m+n 
(2 ) ( 3 ) 
a+m+n,-n; Cj^ , C2, m+1 ;-^,-T2,-^ 
P P 
(5 .3 .8) 
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respectively, where relations(5.1»3) and (5«1»4) are employed, 
Similarly, another consequences of (5.3.1) are, for n = 0 , 
it reduces to (5.3.6), n = 1, it reduces to known result 
[ 58; (3.2), P.175] 
-a 
(l-s-t+2t/s) 2^^( a,b,c;^,g,^^^^y3) 
m^ -^oo n=m 
m n 
m I n \ 
F2(a+m+n,b,-n;c,m+l;x,z), (5,3.9) 
and n = 2 , i t reduces to the r e s u l t 
- a 
( l - s - t + z t / s ) F2 ® '^ l ' ^2 '^ l» '^2»l - . s - t+z t / s ' 1 - s - t+z t / s 
m n 
ma n=in 
m i n i 
(3 ) 
a+m+n, b ^ , bg , - n ; Cj^, C2, m+1; X, y , z (5.3.10) 
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I f we take k = 1 and n = 3 in ( 5 . 2 . 1 ) and ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) , 
we g e t the fo l lowing r e s u l t s : 
a, b. y b^t c. f c^r c..^ 










n=m m i n i p 
(1) (4) 
"4 
X X X 




a+r,bj^,b2;c^,C2»C3; - 5 , — , ~ 
(2p) 
m+n 
( a ) ^ z m=-« n=m mi nt p m+n 
(1) (4 ) 
'^ l ^2 ^3 z 
a+m+n,bj^,b2,-n;c^,C2,c-j>m+l; - 5 , —-, —-, - (5.3.12) 
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for r = 0 , 1 , 2 , , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
For s = t = z/2 and p = 1, (5,3.11) reduces to 
H. 
(P) 
a , b , e ; c , d , f j u , x , y 
in***oo n"TO 
m I n 
nH-n 
(1) (4) 
a+m+n,b ,e , -n ic ,d , f ,m+l ;u ,x ,y ,z (5.3.13) 
Equation (5.3.13) can a lso be obtained by pu t t ing r «= 0 in 
( 5 . 3 . 1 2 ) . 
Yet another immediate consequence of (5 .3 .11) for 
y >0 and p = 1 i s the r e s u l t [58 ; ( 2 . 3 ) , P.173] 
- a 






ml n| Xg[a+m+n,b,-n;c,d,m+l;u,x,z] (5.3.14) 
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ifjKoe. Exton [17; (1.8) P.113] denoted his t r i p l e s e r i e s 
(1) (3) 
H4 by Xg. 
If we replace u and y by —7^  and TT^^-
4 ( l - u ) ^ ^^^-^ 
in (5 .3 .13) and use a transformation [34; ( 4 . 6 ) , P . 8 9 ] , 
we ge t 
( 3 ) (1-u) F. [ a , c - | , b , e ; 2 c - l , d , f ; 2 u , x ( l - u ) , y] 
00 00 
ro=-oo n=7n mi n) 
ra+n 
(1) (4) 
a + m + n , b , e , - n ; c , d , f ,nH-l; 
u 
4(l- .u) T* "^^ T^T 
(5 .3 .15) 
When y —-e>0 in ( 5 . 3 . 5 ) , we get a r e s u l t 










X , 2 (5 .3 .16) 
12B 
(3) 
where F . and V^ are L a u r i c e i l a function of three va r i ab le s 
and Appe l l ' s funct ion, defined by ( 1 .3 . I ) at^ i^ ( 1.2.2 ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
On se t t ing u = 0 in ( 5 . 3 . 1 6 ) , gives a known 
r e s u l t [58 ; ( 3 . 3 ) , P.175] 




F«(a+nH-n,b,-n;d,m+l;x,2) , (5.3.17) 
ut On replacing u b ' A in (5.3.13) and then usi-v^ g 
(l-u-t)"" 
a transformation [55; (3.11), P.75], we get 




ma^ oo n*^ 
mt n( H 4 a+m+n,b,e , -n;c ,d , f ,nH-l; 
u t 
( 1 -u - t ) '» ^ t y»2i 
, (5 .3 .18) 
where K,Q denotes the quadruple hypergeometrie function 
[14; ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) , P . 7 8 ] . 
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By taking x > n ~ u » i ) ^"^ ^ ^ ° ' (5#3.18)reduces 
to the r e s u l t ("Sx^ a [55] ( 4 . 7 ) , P .77) , 
( 1 - u - t ) F p [ a , a , s ; b , c , c ; d , c , c ; x , u , t 3 
oo eo 
n)=»»eo n:=Tn 
( * > » * n ( ^ / 2 ) 
m i n i 
nn-n 
(P) 
H4 a+nH-n,b,-n;c,d,nri-lv u t ( 1 - u - t ) ^ * ( 1 - u - t ) ' 
( 5 . 3 . 1 9 ) 
where Fc i s a Saran*s func t ion Cf . ( 1 . 3 . 1 1 ) . 
Now p u t t i n g d = 2 b , x « 4u, t = u i n ( 5 , 3 . 1 9 ) and 
then us ing a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n [54* ( 2 . 3 ) , P . 1 3 0 ] , we ob ta in a 
r e s u l t 
( l - 2 u ) ( l - 4 u ) 4F3 
a a+1 2b^-2c-l 2b+2c+l , 
2»-2"» 4 ' 4 ' 
^ 2b-H 2b+2c- l . 
2 ( -4U-) 
^ l -4u^ 
m=* n=m 
( « ) a + a (^ /2 ) m+n 
mt nl 
(p)r ^ P' u 4u H. a-»-m+n,b,-n;c,2b,m+l|——5 , —, 
^ L ( l -2u)^ ( l -2u ) 
(5.3.20) 
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On replacing u by u ( l - t ) and t by t ( i - u ) in 
( 5 , 3 . 1 9 ) , put t ing d = b and using the reduct ion formula 
[54; ( 3 . 3 ) , P .131] , we ge t 
a 1-c 
( l - u + 2 u t - t ) (1 - t ) H g ( l + a - c , a , c ; l + a - c , c , c ; x , u , t ) 
« <» (->m-fn (==/2) 
^ «_«*" m i n i 
in=>-o» n=(n . 
(p) 
"4 
u t ( l - u - t + u t ) X 
a+in+n,b,-n5c,b,nH-l ;^^^,^^2ut) ' ( l - u - t + 2 u t ) ' (5 .3 .21) 
where Hg i s a Sr ivas tava funct ion, defined by ( 1.3.13 ) 
In r e s u l t ( 5 . 3 . 1 4 ) , on taking s = t = z / 2 , d = b , 
u c A and using a t ransformation [55 • ( 4 . 8 ) , P.77] 
( 1 - u ) ^ 
a 
(l+u) F4[ a; a-c+1; c , a -c+i ; u, x( 1+u) ] 
m+n 
. CO ( - ) m ^ n ^ - / 2 > ' 




ON GENERALIZATION OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS OF LAGRANGES 
POLYNOMIALS 
6 .0 INTRODUCTION 
We know t h a t power s e r i e s 
G ( x , t ) = Z g „ ( x ) t 
n=0 " 
and L a u r e n t s e r i e s 
G ( x , t ) = E g n ( x ) t 
n=—oo 
a re n o t the only expans ions which occur as g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n s . 
Another type of s e r i e s which a r e of f r equen t occurence in num-
b e r t h e o r y ( s e e [ 1 1 ; See 17 .12 ] ) , s t a t i s t i c s and p a r t i t i o n s 
t h e o r y can be exempl i f i ed by the g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n s . A 
g e n e r a t i n g func t ion of two v a r i a b l e s 
- a -P ~ (a,p) (1-x t ) (1 -y t ) ' = E g , . n 
r , ^ ^_ ( x , y ) t n=0 n 
( a » p ) 




g (x,y) = S = — X y 
n r=0 r i (n - r ) l 
has drawn a p a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n in s t a t i s t i c s . A s imi lar 
genera t ing functions [11 ; P.268] 
X a p CO X 




F^[-n , -a-p i X - n + l ; x , y ] t , 
r e F^ i s Appel l ' s hypergeometric se r i e s in two v a r i a b l e s , 
i s well known. Set t ing A = o in t h i s equation and comparing 
(a,p) 
with the generat ing function of g given OJOOV/G ^ UI«L t a n 
n 
- (u+v)x , a , ,P « " (a-ra) (p-n) mn 
e (1+u) (i+v) = 2 Z L (x) L (x) u v 
m=0 n O m ^ 
can be obta ined . 
Ov\ taking x = 0 and replacing u and v by xt and y t 
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r e s p e c t i v e l y , t h i s equation reduces to 
a P o o o o f f p m n ro+n 
(1+xt) (1+yt) = Z £ iJ iJ ^ y t 
m=On=0 ^ " 
This chapter contains a number of generat ing functions 
which are gene ra l i z a t i ons of the above given r e s u l t s . OuY 
work i s motivated by a number of r e s u l t s of Feildheim [ l8 ] 
on Laugerre polynomials . 
In sec t ion 6 . 1 , we have obtained a generat ing function 
for the product of Laguerre polynomials. I t serves as a moti-
va t ion for sec t ion 6 .2 , which gives a number of generat ing 
functions for hypergeometric func t ions , Lagueree and Lagranges 
polynomials .Sect ion 6.3 shows how a Laplace transformation of 
the r e s u l t s of previous sec t ions would y ie ld a generating 
(3) 
functions of Laur i ce l l a^s function F , Appe l l ' s function 
A 
^2 ^^^ Gauss function 2^1* 
m 
6.1 GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR PRODUCT OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
Al l what fo l lows in t h i s s e c t i o n depends on the r e s u l t 
[lO ; P-189] 
a oo a—n n 
(1+z) exp( -2x) = Z L_ (x) z , iz j < 1 ( 6 . 1 . 1 ) 
n=0 " 
(m) 
where L (x) d e n o t e s the a s s o c i a t e d Lagueree polynomial 
n 
C f . ( 1 . 4 . 6 ) . 
To o b t a i n some g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n f o r the p roduc t of 
Lagueri^e p o l y n o m i a l s , we cons ide r 
S(u ,v ,w) :: e x p [ ^ u + v - ^ ) x ] ( l + u ) ^ l + v ) ^ 1 - ^ 7 ( 6 . 1 . 2 ) 
Expanding the above equation (6.1.2) as a multiple series with 
the help of the result (6.1.1), we have 
a - j p -k Y - r j - r k+r r 
S(u ,v ,w) = Z E E L.. (x) L^ (x) L (x) u v (-w) . 
j k r -• ^ ^ 
( 6 . 1 . 3 ) 
I f we r e p l a c e j - r = m* k+r = n and then a f t e r r e -a r rangement 
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of the series justified by the absolute convergence of the 
above series, we get 
oo eo m n eo c-(m+r) p-( n-r) y-x r 
S(u,v,w) = Z J : * U V E L f^) L (y) L ( . (-w) 
m=-« n=m r=0 m+r^  ^ n-r^ ^ r^ '' 
CO oo m n 
= E E ^^  u v l|j(r,m,n) , (6 .1 .4) 
ni=—oo n=TO 
where 
oo a-n>-r p-n+r Y-r r 
l|)(r.m,n) = r L , , , L , ^, L , ^^ ( -„) . (6 .1 .5) 
r=0 m+r^  ' n-r^ 
Again, from equation ( 6 . 1 . 1 ) , we have 
exp(-(u+v. f i ) x ] = (1+u+v - ^)'"' Z L7!!^ (u+v- ^ ) ^ 
n=0 nr ' 
(6 .1 .6) 
Subs t i tu t ing the value of exp[-(u+v- ~ ) x] from (5 .1 .6) in 
(6 .1 .4) , we ge t ' 
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(l^u+v- ^ f (l+u)" (1+v)^ ( 1 - f ) ' Z L^[!|) ( u « - f)^ 
eo oo 
= 2 Z » u"V" llJ(r,m,n) . (6 .1 .7) 
Resu l t (6 .1 .7) gives many generat ing functions for well known 
polynomials. We sha l l p resen t only some i n t e r e s t i n g specia l 
cases he re . 
6.2 SPECIAL CASES 
When X = 0 in equat ion ( 6 . 1 . 4 ) , we get a generatin,, 
funct ion for a polynomial in the form 
(1+u) (1+v) ( 1 - f ^ ) 
oo. oo m n n a p v r 
2 2 » u v 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) (-w) , (6 .2 .1 ) 
m=-oo n=m r=0 m+r n- r r 
a 
where (^) denotes the Binomial coef f ic ien t , C f . ( l . l » 7 ) . 
(6 .2 ,1 ) may also be obtained from equations (6 .1 .7) by using 
the r e l a t i o n s (1 .4 .4) of chapter 1. 
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An i n t e r e s t i n g double g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n fo r hyper -
g e o m e t r i c f u n c t i o n 3F2 in t e rms of the p r o d u c t of Binomial 
e x p a n s i o n s can be ob ta ined from ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) in t h e form 
(1+u) (1+v) ( 1 - ^ ) = 2 I * 
ni=—00 n=oi 
m+n (-1) (-a)J-p) 
3^2 
- n , - Y ,-a+m; 
m+1, p - n + 1 ; 
w 
m' n m n 
— u V 
ml m 
( 6 . 2 . 2 ) 
On taking a = p = Y= 0 in (6.1.4) and using the 
relation ( 1.4,5 ) of chapter 1, we obtain 
e x p ( - ( u + v - ^ ) x ] 00 00 m n m+n n 2 S • ( -u) ( -v) X Z 
m=—00 n^nv 
(xw) 
r=0 Cni+r)l (n-i)l x\ 
m n 
00 00 ( -u) ( -v) m+n (n) 
= 2 Z :^ x L (-xw) . 
m—00 n=m (m+n) I m 
( 6 . 2 . 3 ) 
Setting x = 1 in (6.2.3) and replacing u,v and w by 
-u, -V and -w respectively, we arrive at the result 
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( 2 . 2 . 4 ) of Ex ton , i . e . 
m n 
oo u V (n) 
exp(u+v- ~ ) = 1 E ^ L (w) ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) 
m=-oo n=m (m+n)l m 
Now we take a = p = "T in the main r e s u l t ( 6 . 1 . 4 ) 
We thus a r r i v e a t 
>xp(-(u+v. ^ ) x ] [ ( 1 + u ) (1+v) ( 1 - f^) ] 
m n 
oo oo J. ^ u V F ( r ,m ,n ) , ( 6 . 2 , 5 ) 
ni=—oo n=in 
where 
oo a-ffi-r a -n+r a - r r 
F ( r , m , n ) = Z L (x) L (x) L (x) (-w) . ( 6 . 2 . 6 ) 
r=0 m+r n - r r 
Another r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of the l e f t hand s ide of ( 6 . 2 . 5 ) i s 
- a . "* oo a-i 1 
( 1 + u f v - ^ ) [ ( i + u ) ( l - H v ) ( l - Ji^)] I L . (x) ( u + v - i ^ ) 
1=0 ^ 
CO oo m n 
= L Z t^ u V F ( r , m , n ) , ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) 
m=—eo n=m 
where ( 6 . 1 . 6 ) i s u s e d . 
For X = 0 , ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) r educes to the r e s u l t 
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[(i+u)(i+v)(i- ^ )3 = r r ^ u V 
u ms-oo n=in 
n a a a r 
E ( ) ( ) ( ) (-W) . 
r=0 m+r n - r r 
( 6 . 2 . 8 ) 
( 6 . 2 . 8 ) may a l s o be ob ta ined from ( 6 . 2 . 5 ) or ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) . 
E q u a t i o n ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) g i v e s a g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n of hyper -
geomet r ic polynomia l ^^ in terms of the p roduc t of Binomial 
expans ion 
[(l-hu)(l-Hv)( 1 - ^ ) 3 2 2 • 
m=-*oo n=Hi 
m+n 
( - 1 ) ( -€E) ( -a ) 
\ J-/ ^ "''m^ ' n m n u V 
ml nt 
3''2 
- n , - a , -a+m; 
m+1, a - n + 1 ; 
w ( 6 . 2 . 9 ) 
When w = 0 in e q u a t i o n ( 6 . 1 . 3 ) , we have 
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- (u+v)X a p 
e (1+u) (1+v) 
CO «. ( a - j ) (p-k) j k 
E 1 L ( x) L (x) u V . 
j=0 kaO j k 
( 6 . 2 . 1 0 ) 
For a = e , e q u a t i o n ( 6 . 2 . 1 0 ) e v i d e n t l y reduce to the fo l lowing 
known r e s u l t s [l8 ; P .133-134] 
-(u-4-v)x a a 00 oo (a-m) ( a - n ) m n 
e (1+u) (1+v) = E Z L ( x ) L ( x ) u v , 
m=0 n=0 m n 
( 6 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
Re uv 1+u+v < 1 , and 
oo oo (a-m) ( a -n ) m n 
2 E L (x) L (x) u v 
m=0 n O m n 
oo oo « a r ( a - k - r ) k+s r + k - s 
= E E E ( J ( ) L (x) u V . ( 6 . 2 . 1 2 ) 
k=0 r=0 s=0 "^  ® r 
By p u t t i n g k+s = m, r + k - s = n i n ecfuation ( 6 . 2 . 1 2 ) , i t 
r educes to 
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(o+n) (a+m) rain(m,n) a+m+n nH-n-2k (a+k) 
(x) L (x) = E ^ k >^  m-k ^ ^  ^ 
m n k=0 "^ '^  nH-n-2k 




n n+a 2k (a-k 
L ix)\ = Z ( ) ( ) L (x) 
n k=0 n-k k 2k 
(6.2.14) 
Also from equation (6.2.13) 
m+n (a) min(m,n) k a+m+n (a+n) (a+m) 
( ) L (x) = E (-1) ( k ) ^  ^""^ ^ ^""^ 
m m+n k=0 n>-k n-k 
(6.2.15) 
By choosing x •= 0 in ( 6 . 2 . 1 0 ) , we have 
a p o o o o a p j k 
(1+u) (1+v) = Z E {•){J u V , j=0 k=0 ^ *^  (6 .2 .16) 
Now rep lac ing u and v by - u t and - v t respec-
t i v e l y in equat ion (6.2.16) and using a generat ing r e l a t i o n 
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( a , P ) , 
f o r L a g r a n g e ' s polynomial g (x ,y ) [74 ; P . 85] 
n 
- a -p « ( a , p ) n 
( 1 - x t ) ( 1 - y t ) = E g ( x , y ) t , ( 6 . 2 . 1 7 ) 
n=0 n 
we g e t 
oa ( - a , - p ) n CO oo a p j k j+k 
Z g ( u , v ) t = Z I ( J ( J ( - u ) ( -v ) t ( 6 . 2 . 1 8 ) 
n=0 n j=0 k=0 -^  "^  
By putting j+k = n in (6.2.18) and comparing the 
n 
coefficient of t , we obtain 
(a,p) n -a -p j n-j 
g (u,v) = Z ( ) ( ) (-u) (-v) . (6.2.19) 
n j=0 j n-j 
6 . 3 MIXED GENERATING FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH LAURICELLA»S 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Next we c o n s i d e r the r e s u l t [ 8 • p .156 ] 
( « 1 ^ («n>, '«i + - - - + ^ ( a ) 
^m ^ ' ^ 1 ^ ) - - - - L m ^ ^ n * ) = ^ ^V ^)t ^ ^^ ' ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) 
™1 -^  m^ n j ^ ^ K K 
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where the coefficients 
=k = ' 
" l * " ! a +m n n 




F^ [ a + l , - m j ^ , . . . , - i n ^ , - k ; a ^ + l , . . . , a ^ + l , a + l ; x j ^ , . . . , x ^ , l ] , 
f o r k 2 0 and r e s u l t [ 7 1 ; (6) P . 6 7 ] . 
(n) 
Fy^  [or,-mj^, . . . ,mj j ; a j^+l , . . . , a ^ + l ; A ^ ^ x , . . . , >^x] 
( 6 . 3 . 2 ) 
'°l'^---'*'"'n a+k 
E 
k=0 ^ k ) 2 ^ 
-k ,CT; 
a + 1 ; 
(6 .3 .3) 
(n+1)^ 
Fy^  [a+l , -m^, . . . , -m^,-k;aj^+l , . . . ,o^+l ,a+l ; A ^ , . . . , ^ ,1] 
On replacing x by xt, in (6.1.3) multiplying both the 
A-1 - p t 
sides by t e and taking their Laplace transform and 
using the integral formulae [12; p.137 (1)] and [74; P.260(2(i i ))] 
we get the following generating function 
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- > 
P+(u+v - ' ^ ) x a 8 Y 
(1+u) (1+v) ( 1 - ^ ) 
a p Y j - r k+r r 
E E £ ( . ) ( ) ( ) u V (-w) 
j k r J k r 
( 6 . 3 . 4 ) 
F^ [A , - j , - k , - r ; a - j + l , p - k + l , Y-r+1; ^ | , p . 
Now putt ing j - r = m and k+r = n after the re-arrangement 
of the s e r i e s , (6.3.4) can also be written in the form 
[1 + (u+v - ^ ) x ] (l+u)°' (1+v)^ (1 - ^ ) ^ 
u u 
oo o o m n n a p y r 
= E 2 » u v E ( ) ( ) ( ) (-W) 
ni=-oo n=m r=0 m+r n - r r 
(3)_. 
F^ [ A , - n t - r , r - n , - r ; a - m - r + l , p - n + r + l , Y-r+1-, x»x,x] . ( 6 . 3 . 5 ) 
F o r A = 0 or x = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 5 ) r e d u c e s to a r e s u l t ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) 
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(1+u) (1+v) ( I - T T ) 
u 
^ o o m n n a P y r 
= E Z # u v E ( ) ( ) ( ) (-w) . 
m=-<x> n=m r=0 m+r n - r r 
on r e p l a c i n g x by Ax in ( 6 . 1 . 4 ) and making use of ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) . 
we have 
" ' ( l+u) (1-Hv)' (1 - . ^ ) 
oo oo m n n m+n+r (a ) r 
= E E f^ u V E E ^k ^k ^^^ ^"^^ » ( 6 . 3 . 6 ) 
ni=-a9 n=m r=0 k=0 
where 
a p Y 
C^ = ( ) ( ) ( ) 
m+r n - r r 
F . [ a + l , - m - r , r - n , - r , - k ; a - m - r + l , p - n + r + l , y-r+l,a+XiXt A , A , 1 ] . 
( 6 . 3 . 7 ) 
Now i n ( 6 . 3 . 5 ) , we take x = zx , and use a knovm 
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formula ( 6 . 3 . 3 ) , we have 
- A 
1 +(u+v- ^ ) z x a p ( l+u) (1+v) (1 WVx u ' 
oo CO m n n m + n + r a p v \x+k r 
ni=-oo n=in r=0 k=0 
2h ^ 
- k , > . ; ik) 
x) F . ^ + l , - m - r , r - n , - r , - k ; a - m - r + 1 , p - n + r + l , 
Y- r+ l , ^ i+ l ; z , 2 , z , l ( 6 . 3 . 8 ) 
I t i s c l e a r t h a t f o r . X = 0 in ( 6 . 3 . 8 ) 
a p Y » o o m n n nn-n+r \i+k 
( l+u ) (1+v) ( 1 - ^ ) = E r u v Z 2 ( 1 , ) 
m=-oo n=0 r=0 k=0 
a p Y r 
•^in+r)(n-r>^r> ^"^> * ( 6 . 3 . 9 ) 
(H)^ 
F^ Ln+l , -m-r + r - n , - r , - k ; a - m - r + 1 , p - n + r + 1 , Y - r + l , ^ + l ; z , 2 , z , l ] , 
whereas from ( 6 . 3 . 3 ) » f o r x = 0 , we have 
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m+n+r j^ 
1 = E ( . ) 
k=0 ^ 
F [ ^ + l , - m - r , r - n , - r , - k ; a - m - r + l , p - n + r + i , Y - I ' + 1 , ^ + 1 ; 2 , Z , Z , 1 ] 
( 6 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
For w — > 0 , e q u a t i o n ( 6 . 3 . 4 ) r educes to the r e s u l t 
- X 
.p+( U4-V) X a p (1+u) (1+v) 
oo oo a p j k 
£ 2 ( J ( J u V 
j=0 k=0 j ^ ^k^ 
F 2 [ A . - J , - k ; o - j + l , p - k + l ; | , | ] ( 6 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
Now p u t t i n g a = p and r e p l a c i n g x/p by x, we have 
a a w e o a a j k 
[ l+ (u+v)x ] (1+u) (1+v) = 2 I ( , ) ( J u v . j O k=0 r k^^  
F 2 [ ' ^ » - J » - k ; a - j + l , a - k + l ; x , x ] . ( 6 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
Equa t ions ( 6 . 3 . 1 1 ) and ( 6 . 3 . 1 2 ) can a l s o be o b t a i n e d from the 
r e s u l t s ( 6 . 2 . 1 0 ) and ( 6 . 2 . 1 1 ) by tak ing t h e i r Laplace t r a n s f o r m s . 
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Now in (6*2.12), replace x by xt, multiply both 
A-1 
s i d e s by t and take t h e i r Laplace t ransforms to o b t a i n 
^ ^ ^m^^n^ F 2 [ > . , - r a , - n ; a - m + l , a - n + l ; ~ , ^ 3 u v 
m=0 n=0 ^ ^ 
a r a -k X , - r ; k+s r + k - s 
= Z E I ( J ( e ) ( ^ ) oFi( x/p) u V , ( 6 . 3 . 1 3 ) 
k r s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a - k - r + 1 ; 
On choosing a = a+m+n and s e t t i n g k+s = m, 
r + k - s = n and comparing the c o e f f i c i e n t of u and v , 
we o b t a i n a r e l a t i o n 
a+m+n a+m+n 
( ) ( ) F2[ X»-m,-n;a+n+l ,a+m+lv x,x] 
m n 
min(m,n) 
= S ( ) ( 
k=0 k 
a+m+n m+n-2k a+m+n-k 
) ( ) 2^1 
m-k m+n-2k 
p^  , -m-n-2k ; 
a+k+1; 
( 6 . 3 . 1 4 ) 
In p a r t i c u l a r , f o r m = n , a —> a-n and k —> n - k , 
e q u a t i o n ( 6 . 3 . 1 4 ) reduces to 
a+n a+n ( j^ )( „ ) F2[A,-n,-n;a+l,a+l;x,x] 
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n n+a 2 k a-fk X, - 2 k ; 
a-k+1; 
(6.3.15) 
Equations (6.3.14) and (6.3.15) can also be obtained from the 
resu l t s (6 .2 .13) , (6.2.14) respectively, by multiplying t 
A-1 
and taking their Laplace transformation. 
Now replacing x by xt in equation (6.2.15), 
A-1 
multiplying both the sides by t and taking their Laplace 
transforms, we obtain 
m+n a+m+n 
min(m,n) k a+m+n a+m+n-k a+m+n-k 
Z (-1) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
k=0 k m-k n-k 
^2^-^ »~"^'*"'^» -n+k;a+n+l,a+m+l;x,x] ^  (6.3.16) 
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